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PRESIDENT
PROVISIONAL
OF MEXICO HAS ACTED IN
BAD FAITH

SAYS

UNITED STATES
FAR THIS

MARKS TIME

GOVERNMENT

RE-

GIVE APPROVAL
OF NEW REGIME

FUSES

MORGAN SAYS NO

To Pacifiy Nueva Laredo.
Laredo, Tex., Feb. 27. Provisional

PROPORTION IS

TO

to several merchants of Laredo, stat--I
ins that, he understood Colonel Geron- Imo V,iHa.inal hadt taken possession of
Nueva Laredo; ,that he recognized
Valliareal's force as an integral part
of the border revolutionary move-

ment, and that their Joint endeavor
would be to restore peace to the reIt was learned that a compublic.
mittee from Mexico City has arrived
in Monterey and will go by special
train to a point half way between
Laredo and Monterey to confer with
a committee named by the authorities at present in charge f Nuevo
Laredo.
It was said
that another
conference will be held with 4he revMexico
olutionists in northwestern
including Pasoual Orozco, Jr.
Recognition of the revolutionaries
in Nuevo Laredo is not accepted to
mean that the new government recognized their right to decree a forty
per cent reduction in customs duties
or the appointment of a new Mexi
can consul on the American side of
the river. These acts are being left
for settlement at a later conference.
The port of Neuvo Laredo in the
meantime remains closed to customs
traffic.

No

Fighting Today.
Del Rio, 'Texas, Feb. 27. The Carranza revolt proceeded without fighting today in the section of Mexico
hunadjoining this place. Twenty-fiv- e
dred refugees from Las Vacas and
from Mexican ranches near the border in Del Rio waiting until the Carranza men shall come some time today to "capture" Las vacas. There
is not a sign of preparation for resistance there and none is expected.
Meanwhile the refugees will wait on
American soil.
More Confidence In Huerta
Mexico City, Feb. 27 Confidence

in the Huerta administration appears
daily to wax stronger, if faith is to
be placed In the government reports
as to the rapid vanishing of the rebel
spirit throughout the republic. Plots
and conspiracies against the provisional president are still talked of In
whispers, but there is at least an outward appearance of harmony between
the leaders of the new regime. Provisional President Huerta and Felix
Diaz seem to be working together to
bring about general peace, which
both express themselves as ardently
desiring.
The collapse of the revolutionary
movements both north and south appears to be imminent. The latest adherent to the government is General
Orozco, who has sent a telegram declaring his allegiance.
Emiliano Zapata, on the otler
hand, remains obdurate, although
many of his chief supporters have
come into line with the new order of
things. Veneustiano '. Carranza, former governor of the state of
according to dispatches received here, has not succeeded In obtaining general support for his attitude
against Huerta.
Huerta toProvisional President
day drafted a bill granting amnesty
to all political offenders "who snail
present themselves to the authorities within fifteen days."
The measure was hurried to the
chamber of deputies, which is in extraordinary session, for quick nction.
The emissaries of Emlllnno Zapata,
who were said to be hiding in me
state of Morelos, are hero to confer wilh TTuorta. They are said to
bear Instructions from their lender
to arrange terms of surrender.
Seventeen Zapatistas who advanced to the edge of the Moral district,
eight miles from the capital, were
captured today and executed. Juan
Vargas, commander of the rurales,
sent this message to President
Coa-huli- a,
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Stanford University, Calif., Feb. 27.
I
Athletic relations between
University and the University
of California were formally severed t
TO OE
by Stanford today. The anuual Rug-by game between the two universities
is the "big game" of the Pacific
coast, as the Harvard-YalA
football
game is the "big game" of the east.
A breach opened last fall, when
there was dispute over an agree- MEMBER OF WORKERS ORGANIment providing for the appointment
ZATION MAY BE PLACED IN
of referees and an umpire for the
THE CABINET
Rugby game, widened into the open
rupture today. It Is believed,
that a new agreement, remov- TO READ NEW ORGANIZATION
ing present causes of friction, will be
drafted shortly and ratified by the
associated students of both univer- REPRESENTATIVE WILSON
OF
sities.
PENNSYLVANIA
IS SUGGEST-

ONION

Railroads Are Opened.

lgium.

General Juyencio Robles his been
appointed chief of a military zone including' the states of Morelos, Mexico, Guerrero and part of Puebla. A
year ago he occupied the same position tinder Madero and was making
headway against the rebels when he
to differences
was removed, owing
with the
Railroad conditions throughout the
republic showed some improvement
today. A train got through from
Juarez direct to Mexico City. Railroad
officials declare the Laredo route
will be opened shortly.
Money for Peace. ,
The body of General Bernardo
Reyes, the first victim of the Diaz
revolution, will be brought from an
outlying cemetery and will be given
with military honors. It
the chamber of deputies ac"pts the
recommendation of us finance committee, an immediate 'peace appropriation considerably in excess of the
100 million pesos asked for by Madero, wil'i be authorized by a bond
issue. It was ss'd today that the
committee would recommend any
sum that the finance minister deemed necessary for tne needs of the
government.
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WITH CANDLESTICK.
Leadville, Colo., Feb. 27. Walter
SELF J. Cleary, aged 20, a miner, was stab-

KILLS
ONE GANGSTER
BEOQKLYNITE IS MENTIONED
bed through the heart with a miner's
27.
The
Md.,"Feb.
Laurel,
candlestick today by Pter Jabeck,
suffragist hikers started
TAKES
ANARCHIST,
NATURAL LAWS CAUSE
FUNDS on the home stretch for the national CARROUY,
an Austrian, and instantly killed. WILLIAM REDFIELD TALKED OF
HEARING
AFTER
POISON
AS THE RECIPIENT OF A
Jabeck then shot
TO ACCUMULATE TO ONE CENJohn Conacher,
capital today in a downpour of rain.
REPORT
JURY'S
who
GOOD PORTFOLIO
to
tried
It was still raising when the army
prevent his escape,
TER IN EACH NATION
him
miles
and
fled
in
three
the
Muirkirk,
arm,
wounding
passed through
from the Moyer mine where the tragfrom Laurel, and "Lieutenant" PhoeWashington, Feb. 27. The pleas of
Paris, Feb. 27. The trial of the
Washington, Feb. 27.T-- A
general be Hawn was reported to have disedy took place. He was later cap- union labor for
who
bandits
22
automobile
of
gang
denial of the existence or possibilirepresentation in th
carded her footwear and was plod- held Paris in terror for months endiil tured and lodged in jail.
new
cabinet
a
was
president's
of
may be recogtrust"
"money
ty
presented
the mud and water
Jabeck of nized in the selection
Cleary had accused
of
A verdict
to the house money trust committee ding through
of Representatoday after 21 days.
barefooted.
stealing his candlestick. In reply the tive W. B. Wilson of Pennsylvania,
guilty was returned against 18 of the Austrian
today in a long letter sent by J. P.
plunged the sharp shaft of to be
mursecretary of the newly created
prisoners on counts including
Morgan and Company, at the invitathe candlestick into the youth's
the
Four
of
arson
and
of labor. This informarobbery.
tion of the committee. Upon the reder,
department
breast.
were
women,
three
with other reliable adof
tion,
along
the
including
accused,
Chairman
ceipt
Morgan letter,
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
found not guilty by the jury.
vices, came to the political leaders at
Pujo gave out a letter written to
the capitol today direct from Trenton.
.Morgan and Company saying that the
Among the indictments were no UNITED
:
STATES GETS
22 murders, the victims
Representative Wilson has beea eninvestigation of Morgan and Comthan
fewer
Washington, Feb. 27. Senate: Bedorsed by the American Federation
pany had been ended January 27 and
a motor driver, bank messenbeing
the committee had been at work on gan debate on agricultural appropria- gers, freight agents and policemen.
AFTER UNION PACIFIC of Labor and was at one time secretion bill.
its report for a montn.
subnumber
a
of
tary of the United Mine Workers of
held
The
up
gang
Interstate commerce committee subAmerica.
From the eame sources it
"Your memorandum," the reply
urban banks, broke into the residenmitted report recommending changes
concluded,
ces of prominent people, killed the ACCUSES IT OF TRYING TO MO- was learned that William C. Redfiekl
"manifestly comes too
in the Sherman antitrust law.
NOPOLIZE NORTHWEST- late to be of value."
of Brooklyn might be a member of
chief of the Paris detectives, set fire
House.
Began debate on general to
TRAFFIC
the cabinet. For what portfolio he is
ERN
The Morgan letter laid at the door
their
buildings and finally, when
of the present banking and currency deficiency appropriation bill.
considered was not divulged, but
being
and
two. leaders, Bonnot
Gamier,
Republicans caucused and .tppoini-J- d were in
laws the responsibility for any "conWashington, Feb. 27.- The United it is known that the president-elec- t
of arrest, underwent
danger
a committee to call a caucus. f
centration" of money and credit that
regard for Mr.
two sieges In the environs of Paris. States today began an action before holds the highest
to
of the next eongivs
republicans
interstate
commerce
oa
the
Redfield's
views
the tariff and
may exist.
commission,
was
it
course
of
these sieges
In the
to prevent what is called an attempt has for some time hoped to have
In its conclusions as to the com- organize the minor! T.
found necessary to call out hundreds
the Union Pacific Railroad
mittee's activities the letter said:
him as one of his close advisers.
of troops, whole squadrons of mill- - by
About the future of three portfolios,
monopolize all the traffic
"We, venture to .submit, that in a
and..
practically
AFPKOPBraHILL-PAS- StS taryvMieinUx-d- police,,
Ufa 3 for the Pacific northwest from
bo
Jeinterior tad- tvt
strong public opinion these lies the
agriculture,'
the entire force of patrolmen who
in the middle west and Great ts known and it Js hinted that they
points
greatest safeguard of the communhours
bandits
for many
bombarded the
will be filled by men whose names
THE SENATE in their sanctuaries and then found Lakes points.
ity. The public are the ones who
This action was brought through have not been generally mentioned
entrust bankers with such Influence
several of the leaders of the gang
'
the interior department, which al- heretofore.
and power as they today have in evy
dead, riddled with bullets. Car- lying
in its petition that the Union
PhilaWilliam
Ai Glasi-ow-,
leges
ery civilized land and the public is LAS VEGAS IS NOW ASSURED Of
Though
the "anarchist bandit" wlien
jrouy,
Pacific on December 1C, 1911, pub- delphia lawyer, and"Ed;rar Farrar of
FEDERAL
HER
unlikqly to entrust that power to
to
was
condemned
he heard that he
lished a tariff covering through ship- New Orleans, former president of tho
BUILDING
weak or evil hands. Your counsel
imprisonment for life, committed sui-- j ments from
asked witnesses whether the present
points on the Mississippi American Bar association, are recble in his cell in prison by the tak
counMissouri
and
rivers and the Great ported still to be under the consider27.
held
After
an
this
bankers
in
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by
power
Washington,
ing of poison, which presumably was Lakes to
on the Oregon Short ation of the president-elec- t,
points
session filled with a bitter
the most
try would not be a menace if it 'iay
passed to him as he left the court line. The rates
in evil hands.
If congress were to struggle over public building expend- rcom.
provided, the peti reliable information obtainable todav
tion alleges, were not applicable un- is that James C. McReynolds of New-Yorfall into evil hands the results might itures, the senate at 3:50 o'clock this
22 bandits were senof
Four
the
less
as
be deplorable. But to us It seems
shipments were turned over to
will be the new attorney genmorning passed the public uuildiag tenced to death
by the guillotine. the Union
inPacific at its eastern eral.
of
thl,s
citizen
an
the
that
little likely
appropriation bill, carrying
The condemned men are Dieudonne, terminals at Kansas City, Mo.; CounConfirmation comes from every
country will fill congress w th, ras- crease of nearly $16,00,000 over the
Callemin, Soudy and Monier, against cil Bluffs, Iowa; Leavenworth, Kan.; side that the president-elec- t
entrust
will
the
as
it is that they
cals
has se$25,000,000 bill as passed by
whom a number of murders were
Omaha, Neb., Fremont or Norfolk, lected William J. Bryan for secretary
the leadership of their cus'ness and house. One sweeping amendment in
were
Fourteen of the others
Neb.
of state; William G. McAddo for secfinancial affairs to a set of clever serted just before passage, at the proven.
sentenced to long terms of imprisonIt Is the contention of the interior retary of the treasury; Josephus DaInof
Kern
of
Senator
rogues."
suggestion
ment.
department that this provision In the niels for secretary of the navy, and
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tariff prevents the shipment of Representative Albert Burleson ot
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the Northern Pacific railway, which, still is known to be uppermost in Mr.
which "in every country creates were less than $10,000 a ye:v.
it Is contended, is a shorter route.
WllBon's mind for secretary of com
This change would hold ui
some one city as the great financial
The Oregon Short line is declared merce, as the post now held by Mr.
70
buildthe erection of 60 or
center."
resoKEEP HANDS OFF to be a Union Pacific property and Nagel probably will be called hereaf
That part of the money trust
ings authorized In the bill. The
the latter road, through Its tariffs, ter.
session was replete wim faclution declaring that it is generally
financiers
of
prevents the former from promulgatover
approtional argument, arising
believed that groups
was
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ing through rates over other lines
Colorado Wants Adams.
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Denver, Feb. 2V. The senate toat Washington and over alleged prefparticularly attacked by
tion to points on the Oregon Short day sent a message to Presidentset forth that erence given to "loyal women" ni the
OWN COMMERCE POt ICY.
Morgan and Company
credit
line.
by
elect Wilson at Trenton urging
civil war, in control of the af'aire of
any withholding of money
be
would
27.
senate
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market
Governor
Washington
the American Red Cross.
one man in any
automatic
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relieved
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by
section
The
relating
"promptly
isition of secretary of. the interior,
flow of credit from some altogether the Las Vesas federal building is as port today, vigorously attacking the TURKEY WILLING TO
"
A resolution adopted by the Ben- supreme court "rule of reason" In
follows:
foreign source.
authori7es a m(,morlal to
ate
"We regret, said the letter, "that
AflRHMliPl
IIP
That the secretary of the treasury decisions on tic ts char., ;ig restraint
BIVF Ul
LL
si;inr that the system of leas
a belief so incredible, so abhorent be and is hereby directed to purchase of trade under the Sherman law. The
and so harmful to ttie country should a site, or acquire it by condemnation report points out the dangers of "uning public lands be abolished as IndisWITH jurious to the state.
for a moment have found lodgment or otherwise, on land at a con vent-- j controlled and unguided Judicial
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NEGOTIATIONS
makes
emphatic
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for
to
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New
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Las
Vegas,
RUSSIAN NATION.
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of
investigation
city
stute that in the extent of our obser- the Incorporated town of Las Vegi.', Sherman law to remove from the
Denver, Feb. 27. The houso today
vations and experience, there is not New Mexico, and cause to be erected courts the power to determine what
Sofia, Bulgaria, Fob. 27 Turkey .passed the bill creating Hughes couo- even a vestige of truth in the idea thereon a suitablo building, including are "reasonable" restraints of trade. hns at last signified her readiness to jty on third reading. It then took ur
The committee recommends new m.gotiate for peace with Bulgaria ou and passed a number of adverse re- that in whole or in part the financial fireproof vaulis, heating and ventilatconvulsion of 1907 was brought on ing apparatus and approaches for 'he 'laws to define exactly what combina the basis of the cession of Adrian-opie- . ports on bills of minor Importance
inThe senate, today resumed considThe Turkish government has
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other
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for fresh negotiations. The
$100,000,000 "for the renewal and In- the sum of $125,000, and the postof lice Senator Cummins.
TO CELEBRATE PEACE
"The people of this country will Bulgarian council met today to discrease of armaments and war mite herein provided for shall be used an
Ixindon, Feb. 27. The British or.
y a postofflco and court house and for not permit the courts to declare a cuss the subject.
rials." This request was made
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the ministers of war and finance In a other governmental purposes, for both policy for them In respect to this
of tho centenary cf peace between th.
No War Indemnity
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this
submitting his resignation from
side.

The stale has had no vice governor
since the death several months ago

Angeles of E. H. Gayou. A
as
dispatch received today said that
s

e

yet the state congress has not appointed a provisional governor.
refusal to comply with the
senate's request that he resign made
the naming of a substitute unconstitutional. Pesquiera probably will be
named governor.
Serious rioting was expected last
night at Hermosilla, the state capital. However, only a few street envoluncounters between mutinous
teers and federal regulars occurred.
Most of the state troops and
have escaped to the hills.
Many Madero
supporters, suddenly
and in fear of violence
or Imprisonment, are hurrying to the
border or to small txwns and randies.
Fronteras, a town below this point
which volunteers attempted to astosault yesterday, was
day by federal troops. The mutineers
took to the hills.
May-toreua- 's

j

n

May not Recognize Huerta
Washington, Feb. 27. The appoint-rnent by President Huerta of a new
ambassador to the United States in
the pei son of Emilio Rnbago is
to have the effect of bringing

1

n--

j

post-offic-

I

r.-,r.-

on Pag

Five)

AS PROPER MAN

-

Sonora Has No Governor.
Douglas, Feb. 27. The border state
of Sonora today Biands without an
official head. Governor. Maytorena is
making for the border and is expected to cross at this point. He intends

(Continued

LABOR

.

General Felipe Angeles, who wa"
recently placed under arrest for his
loyalty to Madero, has been released
and was named today military attache to the Mexican legation at .Be-

panic-stricke-

FEBRUARY

MONEY TRUST

SAYS

'

Eagle Pass, Tex., Feb. 27. Governor Carranza of the state of Coahuila
today sent a, messenger to the Associated Press reporter at Eagle Pass
with this statement:
"I wish emphatically to deny all
reports t the effect that I am dealHuerta governing with the
ment and to state further that I have
no intention ever of considering any
sort of a compromise."
Governor Carranza said that General Huerta could givo him no satisfactory explanation by what right he
claimed the presidency of Mexico .and
that he (Carranza) would stand out
for the constitutional government
against all odds. Colonel Carranza
today held Piedras Negras, opposite
Eagle Pass. There had been no fighting and there seemed no immediate
prospect of any.

'

"YOUNG" BRIDE DEAD
Los Angeles, Calif., Feb. 27.
and excitement killed Marce-lin- a
Leon at the age of 105, after she
had shown strength of mind and body
sufficient to win her way and obtain
the consent of the courts to marry
the man of her choice, who for 50
years had beeii her sweetheart. She
is dead at her home today, after being a bride for but five days.
Relatives opposed the aged woman's VERDICT OF GUILTY IS RETURN.
WRITES
NEW YORK FINANCIER
desire
to marry Pleasantino Leon.
ED AGAINST EIGHTEEN ACCONGRESLETTER
TO
LONG
She fought them in the courts, obCUSED MEN
SIONAL COMMITTEE
tained the dismissal of her niece as
guardian, and established her com
to do a she chose, but short- COMMITTED MANY OUTRAGES
petency
BLAMES PRESENT STATUTES
ly after her marriage she collapsed.
Her death has! prostrated her husDECLARES THEY ARE
RESPON- band, who Is 82. The death certifi- MURDERED OFFICERS AND CIVIL
cate gives Mrs. Leon's age as 7S,
IANS, ROBBED BANKS AND
FOR "CONCENTRASIBLE
in
action
but
the
her
guarMERCHANTS
by
brought
TION" OF WEALTH
dian, it was stated to be 105.

"1 have the honor to report the
execution of seventeen bandits taken in outlawry and' rebellion."
Huerta replied, uighly commending
the official.
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of Cardui.
A.gain by The Use
this

MUNICIPAL POLISHING UP WILL
TURN GOTHAM INTO SPOTLESS TOWN.

a letter from
Tampa. Fla.- -In
writes: "I was
city Mrs. E. C. Corum
out with
all weakened and worn
treubles. My husband brought
me some Cardul as a tonic, and, from
the first day, it seemed to help.
I had almost lost my reason, but,
Soon. I
thanks to Cardni, I did notwoman.
I
felt and looked like a new
think the remedy Is wonderful.I haveI
recommend it to my friends, for
received great benefit from it.
Cardui acts specifically on the weakened womanly organs, strengthening
the muscles and nerves, and building
ly

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY,

will be a ventilating
system which will draw air In at the
roof, warm it, temper it, wasn ,t and
disirbute It to every room. The
third floor will have many novel
features including a barker Li:; a;.u
officers.
two dining rooms for
The fourth floor or top one, suggests a club more than a banking
house. Along the Broad street side
will be a terrace 42 by 24 feet, tiled
and half covered by a roof and half
by awnings and set about with trellises and growing plants. It cannot
be seen from the street and when
screened not from nearby high buildings. This is for use on fine days
either for luncheon or for conference.
Altogether no feature has been overlooked which would add to the new
building's right to the title of the
world's finest bank.
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FRED LOOKOUT IS NEW CLOVIS LINE
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GARMENT
BY TRIBAL COUNCIL
TO SUCCEED THE DEPOSED
BACON RIND

IS ELECTED

PLAINS CITY TO BE TERMINUS
OF THROUGH ROUTE TO
GALVESTON

In these popular garments
and two full seasons' wear.

you

are assured

of

exclusiveness

We. now aave an excellent variety of Suits and Coats in these
It has been
popular makes In all sizes, colors and combinations.
New York, Feb. 27. This city, it
stated that track laying will begin on
line on March
jg now announced, is to have a reguCOME IN AND TRY THEM ON
the
will be the diClovis
lar spring house cleaning of a kind
The fact that
-never before attempted, and incivision and terminus of this line
in
kind
of
its
new
a
the
Fe
biggest
which will give the Santa
dentally
commishistory. The city's health
and direct road from Galveston to the
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Pawhuska. Ckla., Feb 27. Fred
Lookout, Carlisle graduate, farmer, a
and ode of the deally solid
men of the tribe has been elected
head chief or governor of the Osage
Indians, in Oklahoma, to, succeed Bacon, Rind, who was removed from the
chieftainship by order of Secretary
Walter Fisher of the Interior department. Lookout is a firm believer in
the Indian progressing anu he is in
thorough accord with Secretary Fisn-e- r
and James F. Carroll, the Osage Indian agent, who was selected for that
post because of his great success in
bringing order out. of chaos among
the Mescalero Apaches in New Mexfull-bloo- d

Clovis, N. M., Feb. 27.
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From 40 to 50 Woman's Critical Period.
Such warning symptoms as sense of suffocation, hot
flashes, severe headaches, melancholia, dread of impending
evil, palpitation of the heart, irregularity, constipation and
dizziness are promptly treated by intelligent women who
are approaching the period of life.
This is the most critical period of woman's life and she
who neglects the care of her health at this time invites incurable disease and pain. Why not be guided by the experience of others and take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound ? It is an indisputable fact that this grand old
remedy has helped thousands of women to pass through
this trying period with comfort and safety. Thousands of
genuine and honest testimonials support this fact.
From Mrs. HENRY 1IEAVILIX, Cadiz, Ohio.

Fort Worth, Texas. "I have taken Lydia E. riukham's Vegetable Compound and derived great benelit from its use. It carried me
safely through the Change of Life when I was in bad health. I had
that all gone feeling most of the time, and headache constantly, I was
very nervous and the hot flashes were very bad. I had tried other
remedies and doctors, but did not improve until I began taking Lydia
E. Pinkham's Veget able Compound. It has now been sometime since
1 took the
Compound and I have had no return of my old complaints.
I always praise your remedies to weak women." Mrs. IIenry
Hkavilin, It. F. 1). No. 5, Cadiz, Ohio.
From Mrs. EDWARD B. IIIL1JERT, Fleetwood, Ta.

Fleetwood, Pa. "During the Change of Life I was hardly able to
1
around at all. I always had a headache and I was so dizzy and
nervous that I had no rest at night. The flashes of heat were so bad
sometimes that I did not know 'what to do.
" One day a friend advised me to take
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege-tabl- e
Comiound nnd it made mo a strong, well woman. I am very
thankful that I followed my friend's advice, and I shall recommend it
as long as I live, liefore I took tho Compound I was always sickly
and now I have not had medicine from a doctor for years. You may
publish my letter." Mrs. Edward li. IIilbeiit, Fleetwood Pa.

From Mrs. F. 1. MULLENDORE, Munford, Ala.

Munford, Ala. "I was so weak and nervous while passing through
the Change of Life that I could hardly live. My husband had to nail
rubln-- r on all tho gates for I could not stand to have a
slam.
" I also had backache and a fullness in my stomach. gate
I noticed that
ltfdia E. Pinkham's Vegetable IJonrjiound was advertised for such cases and I sent and got a bottle.
It did me so much good that I kept on taking it and
found it to 1m all you claim. I recommend it to
all women afflicted as I was." Mrs. F. P. Mullen-dorMunford, Ala.
to LYMA E.riNKHAM MEDICINE CO.
?Write
I
f COS Fl DENTIAL) IA N S, M ASS., for ad vice.
Your letter will be onened. read and answered (S l5
WYrmMWr" v
by a woman and held in strict confidence.
e,
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Its active principle solely
grape acid ana baking
soda. It makes the food
some.

1913.

up about the pulque shops of Mtico
City every season, put under lock and
key, and later hurried on to Valle Nacional.
Children, also, are regularly
kidnaped for the Valle Nacional
trade. The official records of Mexico
City say that during the year ending
September 1, 1908, 260 little boys be-

tween the ages of 6 and 12 disappeared on the streets. Some of these
have later been located In Valle Na-

'Whack!" the Cane Interrupted
A plowman whom Turner met by;
the roadside told him his story while!
the foreman was at distance:
"I was a carpenter and a good one
six years ago," he went on. "I
lived with my brother and sister In
the City cf Mexico. My brother was
a student he was only in his teens
my sister tended the little house that
I paid for out of my w3ges. We were
not poor no. We were happy. Then
work in my trade fell slack and one
evening I met a friend who told me
of employment to be had in the state
of Vera Cruz at three pesos a day
a long job. I jumped at the chance
and we came together, came here
here! I told my brother and sister
that I would send them money regu
larly, and when I learned that I
cculd send them nothing and wrote to
let them know, the bosses would not
let me send the letter! For months
kept that letter, watching, waiting,
trying to get an opportunty to speak
the carrier as be rode along the highway. At last I saw him, but when
I handed him the letter he laughed
in my face and handed it back. Nobody is allowed to send a letter out
of here.
" 'Escape?' went on the plowman.
Yes, I tried it many times. Once, only eight months ago, I got as far as
Tuxtepec. I was writing a letter. I
wanted to get word to my people, but
they caught me before the letter was
finished. My people don't know where
I am. They must think I am dead.
My brother must have had to leave

GEPOFJS

FALSE
ABOUT

RALPH

DEPALMA

SOME GOSSIP CIRCULATES
THE
STORY HE HAS LOST HIS
the Manager's Debt
OF MEXICO
NERVE; HE DENIES IT.
The advance fee is the only money
the slave ever sees. Thereafter he
DsgscneJaSslo
Indianapolis, Feb. 27. Ralph
Is never out of debt to the plantation
the intrepid young
John Kenneth Turner, the
manager. They are charged outragewho came so near winning
American writer whom the
ous prices for clothing. They must
e
second
the
annual
InternaMexican
governprovisional
pay back the cost of their transportional Sweepstakes race at the Inment has bn prisoned, is the
tation and a high rate of interest runs
dianapolis motor speedway last year,
author of "Barbarous Mexico,"
against delinquent payments. These
but whose engine went bad on the
wholea narrative of his experienthem
are the weapons used to keep
final lap, will again try his luck in
ces in a personal investigation
slaves' till they die, and the laws and
the third annual five century conof peon slavery on the tobacthe government help the plantation
test which is scheduled for May 20,
co plantations of what Richowner do it.
DePalma.
recently visited Indianapoard Harding Davis calls that
"Such is keeping books to keep the
to
make
lis
arrangements for garage
"unclean and uncivilized counslave a slave," Mr. Turner writes.
space at the motor speedway and to
try."
"On the other hand, when you figure
contract for hotel accommodations
f
up the cost of the s'ave to yourself,
himself and his racing crew.
for
it is quite different. 'Purchase price,
will head a three car team, the
wages evertyhing,'
clothes,
The Valle Nacional, John Kenneth food,
other
drivers
being Caleb Bragg and
Ti'rner, writing in the American Senor Rodriguez told me, 'costs from
Wishart. These men will
Spencer
man
six
for
to
the
first
$70 per
Magazine, calls the worst slave hole $00
drive Mercer cars in the big race.
in Mexico. It is a narrow valley in months of service.' Take from this
It will be remembered that a few
the extreme northwestern corner of your purchase price, advance fee and
weeks
ago a story emanating from
in a foreign land, living alwajs In the state of Oaxaca. To this place, suits at cost, 60 cents each, and we
was sent abroad to the effect
Texas
debt and entirely dependent on the trom which 'escape is almost Impos- discover that between $3 and $15 are
that De Palma had lost his nerve and
good will of the government which sible, thousands of men, women and left for both food and wages for each
had retired from the racing game forannexed her coutnry and deposed her children are kidnaped each year and six months. It all goes for food-be- ans
ever. When traced to its source, it
anIs
and tortillas. Yes, there
from the throne.
worked until they die. The plantawas learned that this gossip had been
After France took her country she tion owner, the labor agent and the other constant item of expense that
circulated by an unknown man who
'
went into exile in Paris. She loves it government are in league in the slave the masters must pay the burial fee school. My
represented himself as being DePalnext best to her native land, in spite traffic. Turner In the American Mag- in the Valle Nacional cemetery. ; " 'Bftter stop,' I warned him. A cabo ma. The Italian driver at this time
is coming!'
of the fact that it is the capital cf azine (bus describes how the system Is $1.50.
was not in Texas, but in New York
" 'No, not yet,' he answered. 'Quick!
Guarded Night and Day
the country to which she owes all works:
and instead of thinking of retiring
her troubles.
"The methods employed by the la"Every slave is guarded night and I will give you their address. TeU he was making active preparations to
Abdul Hamid is another of the rul- bor agent in "getting" the laborer are riav At nieht. he is locked tin in a them that I never read the contract. enter the Indianapolis
Tho
ers who is spending a lonely
and many and various. His first step is dormitory resembling a jail. In ad Tell them that I never saw it until I story of his alleged retirement was a
is
solitary life since he was sent into to open an employment office and ad- dition to its slaves, each and every came here. My brother's name
sad blow to racing enthusiasts, for
'
exile. While on the throne he posed vertise for workers who are to be plantation has its mandador, or su- Juan
DePalma stands high in the regard
"'Look out!' I cried, but too late. of sportsmen and is
as an author of no mean talent. When given high wages, a comfortable home perintendent; its cabos, who combine
perhaps the most
he went into exile he commenced and plenty of freedom somewhere in the function of overseer and guard; Whack.' The long cane struck, the popular rice driver in the United
writing his memoirs, hoping to have the south of Mexico. Free transpor- and several free laborers to run the plowman across the back. lie winced States today. He has won thousands
a large sale on thein, which, would tation is offered. These inducements errands of the ranch and help round started to open his mouth again, but of friends both In and out of the racadd considerably to his revenue. always cause a certain number to up the rnuaways in case of a slave at a second whack he changed his ing game, and now that it is definitehis
mind and turned sullenly to
Then he gave it up as a bad job, say- take the bait, especialy men with stampede.
ly known that he will participate la
"The dormitories are large barn-lik- e
oxen."
ing that when he fled he left many families who want to move with their
the coming
race at IndianAnd the Little .Children!
important records in the palace.
families to a more prosperous clime. buildings, built strong of young trees
apolis there is general rejoicing in
Having given up the Idea of becom The husband and father is given an set upright and wired together with
By representing himself as an agent automobile circles.
in an author, he fell back on his old advance fee of $5 and the whole many strands of barbed wire fencing. who desired to make a contract for laDePalma has completely recovered
hobby, carpentering. He has a small family is locked up in a room resem- The windows are Iron barred, the borers Turner gained complete infor- from the injuries he sustained durroom fitted up for this purpose and bling a Jail. After a day or two, as floors dirt. There is no furniture ex- mation of the methods used to supply ing the Grand
prize race at Milwauhas a full set of carpenter's tools they are Joined by others, they come cept some times long rude benches the plantations. One labor contractor kee last fall, and is now looking as
that were ordered from a Persian fac-lthave misgivings. Perhaps they ask which serve as beds. The mattresses assured him he could furnish him as well as ever he did in his life. Ho has
tory.
to be let out, and then they find that are thin grass mats and in this hole many children as he wanted with le- taken on considerable
avoirdupois,
Today he spends hours busily turn- they are Indeed prisoners. They are sleep all the slaves, men, women and gal adoption papers.
but says that with a month of traini"The fact that I am a personal ng, which he will undergo previous
ing out small tables, photograph told that they are. In debt and will be children, the number ranging, accord
frames and footstools, each of them held until they work out their debt. ing to the size of the plantation, friend of some of the governors and to the race, he will reduce to his regdecorated with elaborate carvings or A few days later the door opens and from 70 to 400.
mayors,' he said 'puts me in a posi- ular weight. He plans to arrive In
Work all the Time
A number of these they file out. They find that rurales
tion to supply your wants better than Indianapolis
with his team mates
gaudy figures.
he gives to his friends and others are all about'them.
"In Valle Nacional the slaves seem- any one else. I am prepared to fur- during the latter part of April, and to
They are bundh sells to enlarge his revenue Chi- led Into wagons or marched through ed to me to work all the time. I saw nish you any number of laborers tjp spend the time
hetween then and
a back street to a railroad station, them working in the morning twi- - to forty thousand a year, men, wo May in practice on the Indianapolis
cago Tribune.
where they are put upon the train, light, I saw them working far into men and children, and my price is motor speedway.
This is the season of the year when Thev trv to get away, but it is no the night. 'If we could use the wa- 50 pesos each. Children workers last
As the years go by, and the Inmothers feel very much concerned use; they are prisoners. In a few ter power of the Papaloapan to light better than adults and I advise you dianapolis motor speedway becomes
over the frequent colds contracted by
our farms! we could work our farms to use them in preference to others. more and more the center of one of
are in Valle Nacional.
their children, and have abundant days they
all night,' Manuel Lagunaa told me. I can furnish you one thousand chil the greatest present day sports, It Is
By Outright Kidnaping
reason for it as every cold weakens
the lungs, lowers the vitality and
A larger number of victims are The rising hour on tbe farms is gen- dren a month under 14 years of age, gathering unto
itself a tradition
paves the way for the more serious "got" by means of the contract. The erally 4 o'clock In the morning. Some- and I am prepared to secure their le- - which is worthy of preservation.
It
diseases that so often follow. Cham laborer is told that he is to get a times it is earlier. On all but three
sons ana aaugnier. has been suggested that this be symas
al
adoption
berlaln's Cough Remedy is famous foi
two or four of the 30 farms the slaves of the company, so that they can be bolized in a simple iron cross with
its cures, and is pleasant and safe tc good home, good food, and one,
take. For sale by all dealers. Adv. or three dollars a day wages for a work every day in the year until legally kept until they reach the age which the winner of each succeeding
race will be decorated. This
period of six months or a year. A they fall. At San Juan del Rio, one of 21!'
'"But how,' I gasped, 'is my com- token, while it will have no intrinsic
LEADERS OF "ARSON TRUST."
printed paper is shoved under his of the largest, they have a half holiI happened to be pany going to adopt twelve thousand value, will be highly prized by the
Chicago, 111., Feb. 27 Three men nose and the labor agent rapidly day every Sunday.
on a Sunday af- children a year as sons ana aaugu- - racing pilots because of the accesRio
sentences
del
at
several
San
Juan
out
alluring
alleged to be implicated in the opera- points
tions of the "arson trust," which is written thereon. A pen is quickly ternoon. That half holiday! What ters? Do you mean to tell me that sion to the world's supremacy which
The slaves spent it the government would permit such a its capture will mean.
declared to have swindled insurance put into his hand and he is told to a grim Joke!
them from running thing?'
are
to
wait
locked
others
as
a
By vesting all that the speedway
in
up
keep
hurry,
of
dollars
sign
companies out of millions
Leave that to me,' replied he sig- stands for, ail its ideals of courage
in Chicago, were arraigned for hear- ing. Some times he is given the $5 away!
to clinch the bargain and
"And they fall, very fast They are nificantly.
'I'm doing it every aay. and devotion, in. a single trophy
ing in the municipal court today. The advance fee
He is beaten, and that helps. They are You don't pay your fifty pesos until whose value will be purely one of
to
the
debt
in
agent.
him
a
put.
has
whom
of
occupied
men, each
to spend this, starved, and that helps. They are you get the children and the adop- sentiment and not of dollars, the race
a
place of more or less prominence In usually given chance
course officials hope to create a prize
They tion papers, too!'
of
for
it,
or
clothing or given no hope, and that helps.
a
are
usually
of
the
part
the business life
city,
one month to a
which, in the richness of its tradiWhat Sort of a Government.
Bernhard Levine, president of the other necessaries, and then he is die In anywhere from
I
Is
of
tions and the favor which it will find
time
mortality
of
his
the
what
rest
greatest
The
story
year,
locked
back
up.
today upon
R M. Levine Clothing company, and
looking
and eighth saw in Yucatan and in Valle Nacional in the public eye, will outshine every
Morris Friedman ana Frederick W. the same as that of his friends with being between the sixth
slave- the whole
Nacional
thing seems to me almost other trophy in the world. As it is
Buckminster, president and secre- whom the contract was not used. month. The Valle
it
is
ctdiscovered
contrathat
cheaphas
on
holder
tho
blanks
To think that in the handed down from winner to winner,
The
Northwest
printed
of
unbelievable.
the
tary, respectively,
The arrest of Levine fixing the wages, etc. are usually er to buy a slave for $45 and work twentieth century, here in America, with each succeeding year, it is exCan company.
seven not two thousand miles from our pected to grow in glorious renown.
resulted from a fire which destroyed filled out afterwards by the labor and starve him to death in
The thrilling contests of the past, in$45 for a
then
and
months
the
spend
or
Northconsignee.
The
store.
firm's
agent
the clothing
boundary line, there should be but
to
Is
the
the
stead of being forgotten in the tu
than
slave
me
fresh
give
and
'method
it
A 'third
employed by
there! my notes are before
west Can company's factory also was
I first slave better food, work him less I
moil of the present, wi'il ever be rewill
is
I
Yet
kidnauing.
1911.
say
labor
a!ge!it
outright
Ma7.
on
22,
have told my story.
destroyed by fire
Both establishments were heavily in- have heard of many cases of the kid sorely and stretch out his life and this, that as I traveled farther and vived and piled upon the struggle ol
sured. After each fire, it Is alleged, naping of women and of men. Hun his tolling hours over a longer period farther In Mexico, and looked deeper today. Such a trophy, It Is believed,
barrels that had contained gasoline dreds of half drunken men are picked of time."
and deeper into that pit into which which represents the quintessence of
were found. Both fires are alleged
so many thousands of pitiable crea racing fame, distilled and added to
to have been eet by Benjamin Fink,
tures have been dragged to unceas- from year to year, free from the
dross ot commercial value, should
the alleged "firebug" who was re GIRLS! GIRLS! SURELY TRY THIS!
ing cruelties slavery for life, I asked
Ind.
more
the question: live forever.
cently arrested in South Bend,
myself more and
of
a
kind
'What
government is It that
DOUBLES BEAUTY OF YOUR HAIR can permit such things to go on?" CHILDREN WHO ARE SICKLY
INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION.
Mothers who value their own comNew York, Feb. 27. The. Women's
The wonder of It grew on me and I
Industrial exhibition, for which prep'What sort of a gov-- fort and the welfare of their children,
others.
asked
"DANDERINE"
HAIR
OF
A 25 CENT BO TTLE
arations have been making for nearly ALL YOU NEED IS
ernmentl is this, anyhow?' And in should never be without a box ot
AND ABUNDANT AT ONCE
FLUFFY
GETS
LUSTROUS,
a year, was opened in the Grand Centhe answers I learned many things." Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for chil.
J
dren, for use throughout the seasoa
tral palace today and wl'il be continwhose hair has been neglected or is
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Yes!
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Immediate
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aim
Norfolk
two
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Miller,
Conductor S.
or thin.
constipation, teething dlsodcra,
Nebr., on Bonesteel Division of C. and
exhibition 1b to demonstrate tho call- the Joy of It. Your hair becomes scraggy, faded, dry, brittle
Besides beautifying the hair, Dander N. W. Ry. Co., recommends Foley headache and stomach troubles. Used
ings of women and1 show what they light, wavy, fluffy, abundant and ap- Ine
dissolves every particle of dand Kidney Pills and says: "I have used by mothers for 22 years. TH1JS15
are doing, not merely in philanthropy,
aa soft, lustrous and beautiful ruff;
Kidney Pills with very satisfac- PONDERS NEVER FAIL.
pears
cleanses, purifies and Invigorates Foleyresults
Sold by
and endorse their use for
charity, and uplift work but also in as a young girl's after a Dandorine the
tory
forever
scalp,
stopping itching any one afflicted with kidnpy trouble. all drug stores, 25c. Don't accept any
arts and crafts and all the industrial
moisten and falling hair, but what will please They are all right." O. O. Schaefer substitute.
Sample mailed FREE.
and commercial pursuits in which hair cleatine. Just try this
most will be after a few nnd Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
with a little Dandorine and you
cloth
a
Address, A. S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
of
they are engaged. Tne proceeds
use of Danderlne, when you
Adv.
the exhibition will be donated to var carefully draw It through your hair, weeks'
Do you know that more real danger
will actually see new hair fine and
a
time.
small
at
one
strand
taking
ious charities.
in a common cold than In any
lurks
This will cleanso the hair of dust, downy at first yes but really new other of the minor ailments? The
Ther Is no bettor medicine made
In Just a hair growing all over the scalp. If safe way is to take Chamberlain's for colds than Chamberlain's Co!m;!i
For a tmrain you will find Chamber. dirt or excessive oil and
n acts on nature's plan.
Remedy,
It allays few moments' you have doubled the you care for pretty, soft hair, and lots Cough Remedy, a thoroughly reliable
Iain's Liniment excellent
the lungs, opens tha sncretlons,
of It; surely get a 25 cent bottle of preparation, and rid yourself of the
tho pain, removes the soreness, and beauty of your hair.
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This
aids expectoration; and restore!! fiio
possible.
Roon restore
the parts to a healthy A delightful surprise awaits, partlc- - Knowlton's Danderine from any drug cold as Isquickly
for sale by all dealers.
system to a healthy condition.
remedy
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condition.
25 and 50 cent bottles for
or
store
counter
and
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toilet
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just try it Adv.
sale by all dealers
ularly those
Adv.
sale by all dealers. Adv.
QUIETUDE

Pma, ilcziithfu!,

There is uo more convincing proof
of the fact that! we live iu an age of
competition than the increasing band
of kings who are out of jobs. From
Abdul, who sits in his great prison
and glooms over the blue waters of
the Bay of Saloniki, to King Jacky,
displaying his brass plate and begging for tobacco and sixpences in the
aboriginal reserves, they are all the
product of these days of keen rivalry.
Among the best known of these
jobless monarchs is young King Manuel of Portugal. He made a reputation in the diplomatic circles of Europe for his gayety and wild extravagance.
Since his deposition he has spent
most of his time in Paris and Londn.
He is as pleasure loving as ever. But would brush. up a little he. would have
there Is a great difference between little trouble in getting a position as
the paltry Income derived from the teacher of languages and mathemasale of his personal property in Port- tics In Eton or in one of the other
ugal and the former allowance of
young men's schools of equal rank.
a day. Finding it impossible to Thers there is the little Prince of
curb his extravagant tastes, he owes China,
Tung Chin, who was deposed
everybody, including hotel keepers, less than a year ago. He will in a
tailors, florists and jewelers. He sat- few years be worrying about what to
isfies their demands with an occa- do to earn an honest living. While
sional check and a promise to meet in China, living in a great palace
all his debts as soon as hia country and considered as a future ruler, he
allows him a yearly pension.
was a spoiled child and had his way
In the meantime he hobnobs with about
everything. But his mother in
wealthy Americans, who are satisfied sisted that he get an education
to enjoy the company of an
When less
worthy of his position.
their than four year8
and are not worried because
ld his
mornings
lieau Brummel is unable to do hi3 were gpent studying mathematics and
share of entertaining.
the cassic8.
If anyone were to tell young Ma-- ;
Ater nis I110ther was deposed she
niiel that he should look for a job he took him to England to carry on his
would take it as a mere jest to
He jg now in charga of
?est work to an
His teachers say he
tutors.
English
In spite of this fact, he is unusually is anything but a stupid lad, and that
irffted in many ways. When a mere in a few years he will be ready for
boy he was so fond of the sea that Eton college, and finally for Cam-hbegged his mother to let him be bridge and Oxford. If he does not
come a sailor. He worked with great', disappoint his mother he will enter
enthusiasm as a simple midshipman upon a diplomatic career of some
in the naval college.
kind In England.
He was a student and spent manyj One of the most forlorn and drear-hour- s
is Ranavolo, who
rising early in the morning to lest of
of
Greek
and
is
Plato
the
Madagascar. From
study mathematics,
His evenings were given the position of a ruler wielding sway
philosophy.
to studying music and drawing. In over 3,000,000 people and a territory
all these things he showed more mesauring 250,000 square miles, she
than common ability. Now, if he; has sunk to the obscurity of an exile
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batteries, 'was built during the time ning are the big factors in the win- the boy's life lay In an operation.
Remit by draft, check or money of Cortez. It has been added to In ning of games and the will not endure
The boy was taken to the hospital,
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Splintered stone ball game and their energies are fluid to obtain from it and inject into
and a great coat of dust found their constantly bent to that end. Last
Keegan's veins the needed fibrinogen.
Advertisers are guaranteed the way Into every nook of the
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largest dally and weekly circulation
parently so lifeless that for 48 hours,
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Egbert Brady, the 20 year old son of
Less damage was done the munici .earest competitors, the Cubs. They
MalD
Supreme Court Justice Brady, and
NEWS DEPARTMENT
pal palace, which forms another boun were so far ahead in stolen bases that Edward Barrett, 19, son of Deputy
dary of the palace square, or Zocalo. no other club could be seen for the Fire Chief Thomas F. Barrett, were
FEBRUARY
27, 1913, Hut down on 16 de .".etlembre street, dust they kicked up.
THURSDAY,
selected. From each one pint of blood
which leads from the Zocalo toward
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Store Gets Most Trade

d

yourself and see if you do not unconsciously patronize the store that is
brightest most attractive. Why not realize now that your neighbor
feels just the same about the brilliant, inviting establishment as you
do? Tungsten Electric Fixtures will bring trade to your door because
the grateful glow of electricity extends a genial hand of welcome makes
your stock appear to the best possible advantage. And yet, Tungsten
EUctric Fixtures are most economical. You really should find out today
how little it will cost you to use Tungsten Electric Fixtures in yourstore.

TWO YOUTHFUL
FRIENDS GIVE
THEIR
BLOOD TO CURE
YOUNG KEEGAN.

PJ

Well-Lighte-

Where do you trade, Mr. Merchant? Just watch

Iab

a'

27, 1913.
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EDITOR
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Las Vegas Light and Power Company

Colonel E. M. House, who Is mentioned as a cabinet possibility, Is a
man of large wealth and has been a
jwwer in democratic politics In Texas
for many years.

advances ranging up to six points in
over a score of industriatejr' , i
The last sales were as' fchlowa; 'f
Amalgamated Copper
115
Sugar
"

...A ;... t?;
1...

Atchison

"Has Agnes achieved popularity in
her suburban home?"
"Yes. She keeps her doors wide
open and' her mouth tight shut"

101

ber

.......156

Reading
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd

level to 10 higher with May $19.85
to- $10.70
$19.95 for pork; $10.67
to $10.60 for
for lard and $10.57
rbs. The close quotations were:
Wheat, May 93; July
Septem-

to

91;

90.

Corn, May

ber

101

I5fi

55.

Oats. May

62
10S

ber

34.

53;
34;

July

54;

Septem-

July

34;

Septem-

Pork, May $20.20; July $20.05.
$10.77; July $10.80; t
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
$10.85.
Chicago, Feb. 27. Reports from
perhuman strength. The Bertillon
Ribs, May $10.70; July $10.67;
experts had bound him hand and India that all crops were Improving September $10.70.
foot, but he contorted himself to such, as a result of rains tended today to
a degree that It was impossible to give wheat a downward slant. There
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
were also predictions of more liberal
get him in front of the camera.
Kansas City, Mo.. Feb. 27. Cattle,
Finally, one of the plain c'lothes shipments from Argentina. Favorable
600 south-

The prisoner was but a slight man,
and yet he struggled with almost su

him a jolt hard
enough to make him sit still a minto murder
ute.
"We ain't
youse," explained this minion of the
law. "Set still an' be mugged."
"But what do you want my picture
for?" gasped the prisoner.
"Fer de rogues' gallery."
"Oh, pardon me for resisting," said
the poor wretch, relaxing immediatesmile;
ly and assuming a
"I thought it was for a newspaper."
bruisers handed

Rev. John K. Sawyer,
"As Ye Sow," which ran

author of

at the

Ma-

jestic theater in. Boston for some
time, was traveling from this state
to Scotland. A raw and thick fog
came up which penetrated to the
marrow of the
passengers on the
deck. An acquaintance of Mr. Sawyer's spoke to him and asked:
"Wouldn't you like to join me in a
little drink?"
"I'm sor"No," answered Sawyer.
ry, but there are two good reasons
why I cannot take a drink with you.
The first one is that I don't drink.
The second dreason is that I have
just signed the pledge. A third and
most important reason is that I have
just had one."

FIGHTS

FOR TONIGHT.

Jimmy Clabby vs. Ernie Sanders,
rounds, at Hammond, Ind.
Jack Redmond vs. John Callan, b
rounds, at Grand Rapids
Arthur Pelky vs. Fred McKay, 10
round's,1 at New York City.
10

Lard.

weather conditions In the winter
wheat belt counted
against the
bulls.
The opening was unchanged
to Vt
lower. May started at 93
to 93, a shade to
off and
sagged to 93. The close was weak,
with May
under last night at

receipts 6,000, including
erns. Market steady to strong. Native steers $7. 4019; southern steers
$G.75(SS; southern cows and heifers
$4g7; native cows and heifers $4.25
S; stockers
and feeders $6.50&
alves $6.50
S.20;bulls $5.257;
10; western steers $6.50g.8.50; west-

93.

ern cows

lower to

WASI1iJeT0fJJ0.C.
SAND RETURN S62 60
Account

Ceremonies

Inauguration

MAR.CH 4th.. 1913

.

Tickets on saJe February 26, 27 and
March lr 1913. Final return limit March
r

10th.. 1913.

fi)
H D. L. Batchelor,
AGENT

iin

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New Y'ork, Feb. 27. The stock mar

ket today lacked the susiaineu
strength shown yesterday, and al
though a higher range of prices was
established, the movement was fitful
Various stocks re- and iiregular.
inonded strongly to special Influen
ces, but the general market succumb
ed at Intervals to spasmodic selling.
Investment buying was a factor in
strengthening stocks which ordinar
ily moved conservatively and there
as a steady absorption of the newer
industrials which recently have gone
through a severe price adjustment.
Bonds were steady.
Rumors that part of the back div
idend on Can preferred would be paid
off at today's meeting of the direc
tors, caused a heavy demand for the
shares and they advanced materially.
Ca.sold at ,39 against 35, yes
terday's close, and 31 the lowest ol
the week. ... The preferred brought
126
or. 3 ppints above yesterday's
final and 8 points over the week's
Increased firmness was
lowest.
shown In the remainder of the list.
Trofit taking In the Can stocks
started a reaction and Reading and
Union Pacific fell below yesterday's
ciose. spirited miying of local traction stocks and bonds brought a re
port that the tangled subway negotia-- .
lions would soon be adjusted.
The market closed strong. rjy ff,r
the best manifestation of a day of recurring upward movements occurred
the last hour.
Several stocks which had been
swayed by intermittent pressure took
ie lead in a vigorous advance. Read- ins, Union Pacific, St. Taul, Lehigh
Valley, Canadian Pacific and Sleel
neve i:i large demand and there were

$4.257.

a
Hogs, reeeipts 6,000. Market 5 to
to 53
shade higher at 53
and 10 lower. Bulk of sales $S.108.25;
.
rose to 53
The close was easy heavy $8.05(58.20; packers and butwith May at last night's level, 53. chers $S. 1058. 25; lights $8.158.30;
May oats, which started the same pigs $7(fi 7.40.
off at 34
as last night to
to 34,
Sheep, receipts 4,000. Market steaadvanced to 34.
Muttons $4.75? 6.50;
dy to weak.
In provisions the smallness of of- Colorado lambs $7.8018.40;
range
about an upturn. wethers and yearlings $5.507.05;
ferings brought
First sales varied from last night's range ewes $46.15.
May corn opened

101
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We respectfully ask

LADIES' HOME
MARCH

inspection of our new
goods. This stock is big- ger, fuller, finer than ever.

JOURNAL PATTERNS

MYlf

ISSIfD IN FfPRbAW
tfMMlff NtW

THf HOMI HUTVSN

an

We specialise, dn ready'to-,

'

wear apparel.

INew Footwear For Spring 1913
mum All

the best styles brought out will be shown. Keeping up

to our standard of excellence, we are showing a splendid variety
of lasts and leathers. Ziegler Bros, and Krippenlorf makes.

2.75, S3, $3.50, $4 and $5
If"
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Keeder of Onava returned to
afternoon after a
short business lisit in Las Vegas
Mrs. S.' E. Tipton of Watrous returned to that place this afternoon
after a short visit in Las Vegas witn
''relatives. t v
;'!
Mrs. H. E. Fell, who has been visiting her parents here for the past
week, returned to her home at Raton this afternoon.
Colonel R. E. Twitcnell, attorney
for the Santa Fe Railway company,
returned last nignt from Santa Fe
where he hag Deen on Duslness.
R. P. Martinez and I. H. Montoya,
well known cattle men qf Clayton,
left this afternoon for that wacfc
after a short business visit here.
M. W. Potsoh, traveling representative of the Wyeth Hardware com
pany, who makes his headquarters
here, left this afternoon for a trip in
the southern part of the state after
having spent several daj's In Las Vegas calling on the local merchants. ,
J.

PERSONALS
M. B. Goke from Sapello

is in the

city on business.
Mr. M. L. Pugh of Watrous was a
visitor in the city today..

Charles Trumbull left this morning
in his car for Rociada on business.
G. H. Kinkhead of Lincoln was a
business visitor in the city today.
Mrs. Charlotte Garrard left last
night for El Paso on a r bort visit.
A. B. Gallegos left
today with his
family for his ranch at Las Conchas.
Murray Carleton and E. P. Shedd
of Watrous were visitors in the city
today.

Frank Lavan came in last night
from Santa Fe on a business trip. He
left today for Mora.
Mrs. Fred Anton left this afternoonJ
for Springer on a short visit with
friends at that place.
Joe Merritt, an engineer on the Raton mountain, left today for Out place
after a short visit in the city.
Mrs. Little, who has been visiting
in the city for the past few days, left
this morning for her home at Mora,
Santa Fe Superintendent F. L. Myers returned this afternoon from a
trip to the northern part of his divi.

BASEBIlL BUG IS
COMING

10

nil p

ft.

public.

Some of the well known baseball

artists in the city that have signified
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that "makes the
baking better."
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puffs
it up to airy light- - g
ness, makes it de- - H
lightfully appetiz- - a
ing and wholesome.
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g price highest in
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Ask your grocer for 1
Calumet. Don't take a 1
substitute.
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&25cStore

FATHER BARNUM TO
SPEAK TO K. OF C.
ALL PERSONS INTERESTED ARE
INVITED TO BE GUESTS OF
LOCAL COUNCIL TONIGHT.

and their
Knights of Columbus
friends are looking forward with interest to the lecture to be given tonight at the regular meeting of the
Las Vegas council, No. 804, by Rev.
Father Francis Barnunn S. J., who is
spending the winter months at the
Jesuit home upon the West side.
Father Barnum will speak upon tfco
subject of "Jamaica" and his remarks
may be expected to be filled with
"ginger." He gave an address upon
"Alaska" at the Duncan opera house
early in January and pleased a largo
audience.
All local and visiting Knights of
Columbus
and their families and
friends, all rlends ot Father Bar-uuand tue general public are Invited to attend the lect'iure, which
will be given in the O. R. C. hall.
The lecture will be given a 8 o'clock
and everybody is invited to come early as the seating capacity is limited.
Father, Barnum takes a keen interest
in the work of the Knights of Columbus and his consent to make an address before the local council !s ap'
preciated."- - ' i

CHICAGO

You don't met money when
you uy
big-ca- n
taking powJer. Don't
Buy Calumet. It mom
economical
more tehotaoms
gttfe
iest remits. Calumet ii fat mperioi tb
toamif and soda.

t heap or
ie mislai.

HOW TO GET $400,00

;

IT IS THE THING
to have a savings account in the bank. There
are nearly seven million individual savings accotfnts'inrexstance in the United States.
"HI VT1 i O.
These accounts show an average of over $300$0 each.

(Continued From Page One)

s

to a speedy issue the question of re- cognition by the United States of the
Seventy out of every one hundred persons staring a savings account with one
provisional government of Mexico.
dollar,
keep their accounts alive, that is, Wp them going and in a few years have
L'p to the present time the relations
several
hundred dollars saved.
between the two governments have
been on a de facto basis and the
YOU commence a savings account now with one' 'doliar or more. You are ceradministration has not been committain
to
gain by it, and the chances are seventy to one hundred that you will sooner or
to
ted
a political recognition of the
later have a savings account equal to the average, that, is 1400.00.
Huerta government, although Ambassador Wilson has freely transacted
business with it.
Now that the threatened revolt of
Covernor Carranza of Coahuila actually has taken form, the military authorities here have concluded that It
iB
yet too early to carry out their
I lans
for any considerable reduction
of the American military force on the
Mexican border. Secretary Stimsonl
has assured the senate committee of
foreign relations that precuation has
been taken to prevent the entry into
Texas of raiding parties of Mexicans,
and if necessary some o,f the troops
Major General Carter, in command
now being gathered at Galveston
to of the division, is scheduled to armake up the Second division at least rive with his staff late today. News
$1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
temporarily will be diverted to patrol dispatches tell of troop trains all
duty on the Texas boundary if the over the southwest rapidly convergreport from the American officers on ing on Galveston.
the north side of the line and the
American consuls in the border states
Texas Militia Withdrawn.
of Mexico show necessity for such
Austin, Tex., Feb. 27. Withdrawal
action.
of the four companies of Texas NaFall "Appeals to the Press."
tional Guardsmen from Brownsville
A telegram appealing for protecwas ordered by Governor Colquitt totion for Abraham Gonzales, civil gov- day.
These troops were sent to
ernor of the state of Chihuahua, Mex- Brownsville two days ago, erronico, was reeeved today by Senator eous reports having been spread in
Fall of New Mexico from J. D.
official Texas dispatches that Americanan American naving large s-were
threatened by Mexican
OVERLAND K0DFL 59 T
property interests in the state. Gon- rebels in that section.
zales has been supplanted by General Rabago, acting as military goverTelephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
nor, under the authority of President
BRITISH GOVERNMENT
show ynu.
Huerta. The telegram to Senator
Fall reads:
PREPARING A NOTE
"Abraham Gonzales in gravest danLas VjByos Automobile S MacMia Co
ger. Please do all you can for him."
Senator Fall said he would make
Phune Main 344,
no representations to the state de- WILL MAKE CLEAR ITS CONTENWhaleii, & Fowler Props
TIONS REGARDING THE PANpartment but "appealed to the press."
i

Choice

Jumbo cranberries,

a Start

ioc

dozen clothes pins

chair seats

lUc

assorted post cards

10c

Perforated
10

jOc

Bath tub seats
White lined
. pans

granite milk

.

15c

1

'lbs. black walnuts

25c
25c

'cans Dutch Cleanser

25c

bottles cider vinegar
roils, 1,000 sheet toile.
per
pound

Poultry

CAPITAL

15c

Japanese matting rugs
6 rolls waxed butter
paper
Ladies and misses closed
knit drawers
u

The Peoples Bank & Trust Co,

15c

padlocks

2

START AN ACCOUNT WITH

15c

butter

moulds

grit

and

25c
25c

25c

25c
pa-

25c
25c

shell

boxes

I

75c

J

$108,000.00

--
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NEW ORCHESTRA TO
MAKE APPEARANCE
HIGH SCHOOL ORGANIZATION IS
COMPOSED EXCLUSIVELY OF
STUDENTS.

At the meeting of the High school
literary society tomorrow afternoon
the "High School Orchestra," an organization composed of pupils of the
school, will make its ' first appearance. The organ ieation was formed
some time ago and has been practicing under the direction of Mrs.
Charles Kohn, instructor of music
in the public schools. The members
are a'il enthusiastic and their playing
is eald to be quite creditable. The
organization is made up of the following young people.: Miss Lucy
Myers, Miss Virginia Floyd, Miss
Ruth Seelinger, Miss Thelma Coman,
Edward Johnson and Walter Kolbo,
violins; Philip Kolbo, cello; Edward
Edward Meloney,
Hite, clarinet;
drums; Miss Frances Myers, piano;
Mrs. Charles Kohn, directress.

As Santa Fe train No. 9 was pass- ing through Chapelle, a station
al miles west of here, last night, W,
E Davis, a passenger, leaped to the
ground. He was not missed until the
station had been passed. The conductor at once notified the proper authorities. Santa Fe Special Officer
Xorrls found the man and brought
him here. He seemed to be in an
irrational state at times, and it is
thought by the officials that the altitude caused him to become temporarily demented. A special officer
iill accompany the man to the coast
tines and there' a coast line officer
ill take charge of hlra and accompany him to his destination in Calf-- '
'
fornia,, jprovldod his relatives who
have been notified, ask that this be
done. Such cases as i.ils cause the
Santa FS company the loss of a large
amount of money In claims each year
and every precaution will be used to
get the man to his destin tion without accident. Davis' mishap was no
fault of the company. He was not
injured, and is being held here.
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five

now-a-day-

their intention of p'iaylng this year
are Ellis,' Young, Ettinger, Schoeny,
Webb, Koogler, Angel and a number
of others. With these an excellent
team could be organized. The business men of the city will do their
part towards starting this team if the PASSENGER LEAPS OFF
public" will .assist by, attending the
games and it; is up to every citizen
OF A fiiOVING TRAIN
of Las Vegas to Help boost the proposition along. A boosting spirit can
be shown In athletics as. well as pub- W. E. DAVIS, THOUGHT TEMPOlic affairs and a reputation in baseRARILY DEMENTED, LEFT IN
ball he'lps in advertising any city.
CHAPELLE LAST NIGHT.

AWARDS,

World'! Pur Paad EkmiIDaii
Chicago. Illinois, Paris EftOOBltton, B
Frano Marcii, I8lt,

RATES
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ASSUMING GRAVE

lO.lbs. granite grit
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Wertz left last night for a short visit MOVEMENT IS ON
FOOT TO OR- with, relatives in the northern part
GANIZE A LAS VEGAS CLUB
of Texas.
THIS SUMMER.
Hon Trinidad Romero, a sheriff in
this place years ago, came In last
The prospects
for a successful
nisrht from Texas for a chort visit baseball team this
year are good if
with his son.
the general public will give its supSisters Marie A. Louise and Al port. Last
year the team was comberta left this afternoon for Leaven
posed of professionals and held the
worth, Kansas, after a short visit championship of the entire BOuth-v- .
with friends here.
est, as long as the team was supOtto Mayer, repressntative for the
ported. The crowds that should have
Hat'h Smith Furniture company, of turned out to the gifcnes last year
St. Joseph, Mo., is the In the city to did not show
up because the team
day visiting the furniture houses.
was too fast for its rivals. Consequently all expenses were piaced on
the business men of the city.
:.v
Naturally they do not feel it their
-- ::
V:
.
:i'e??'
place to dig up this year unless the
public will do its part. The fans
all want a baseball team and there
is no reason why they should not
have one if they will help support it.
The proposition that is now before
the public is to have a team composed, of .'local players and a good
professional battery and not start
out the season with a team of
"sharks." Two years ago this plan
was started and worked out a complete success. But last year the
management providea a faster team
and " the"resiilt8 were disastrous.
There are in 'the city enough good
players to make a team that will be
able to defeat any aggregation in
New Mexico and the or.ly thing that
can keep them from organizing as a
V
V
city team will "i,e the lack of encour
agement on the part of the general
.

1913.

CARBUNZAREVOLT

SPECIAL

23c milk pitcners

LIFE

sion.
Mrs. T. Foster, Sr., and Mrs. Chris

27,
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that place this
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Villa to Start Rebellion.
El Paso, Tex., Feb. 27. Francisco
Villa, who was once a leader of bandits and later was made a general
of insurrectos by the late President
Madero, is reported to have taken
the "field
in bonora
seeking vengeance for the death of his former

commander.
He disappeared yesterday from El
Paso, where he had been since his
escape from the penitentiary at Mexico City. Villa had been Jailed by
order of General huerta, who charg d
that Villa, then commanding a volunteer corps, had returned to his former methods. Vilia has a strong following which is expected to join him
in the western border state.
PBsaono-flr-

IS

WILLING.

Washington, Feb. 27 The
canal convention now before
the senate, by which the United
States would acquire the exclusive
right to construct a canal across
Nicaragua, was approved last night
on the second and final vote by the
Nicaraguan national assembly, according to a report from Minister
Weitzel at Managua.

Nlca-ragua- n

Pnrlv

tnrlav

from Chihuahua City report all quiet
with no armed opposition to the military government. The trial of Abraham Gonzales, the elected governor,
charged with sedition, is progressing
An attorney has been apslowly.
pointed to defend the deposed governor, who remains in the state

MAY GET LIFE TERMS
Washington, Feb. 27. The aim of
the British government in presenting DISTRICT ATTORNEY
London, Feb. 27. tMilitant suffraga rejoinder to Secretary Knox's last
ettes connected with the burning of
note asserting the right of the Uni
BILL TO COME UP buildings in publio parks are liable to
ted States to exmept its coastwise
"penal servitude for life." This was
shipping from payment of tolls on the ACTION UPON THAT SALARY the announcement today of Travers
Panama canal, before the retirement
MEASURE WILL BE TAKEN
in
Humphreys, public prosecutor,
of the present administration, is unTOMORROW
asking the magistrate at the Kew
derstood to be Influenced by the
police court to commit for trial Miss
to escape the intimation that
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 27. The sen Lillian Lenton and Miss Joyce Locke.
it wishes to deal with the Incoming ate this afternoon postponed action The two were arrested on February
democratic administration.
until tomorrow on the district attor- 20 for setting fire to a pavilion in
Therefore the next note, now in ney salary bill and the bill to abolish the Kew botanical gardens.
preparation and likely to be deliver- attorney bllland the bill to abolish
"I make my charge," said Mr.
ed by Ambassador Bryce to Secretary the state mounted police. The senate Humphreys, "under
the malicious
Knox In the course of a day or two, passed the bill to reconstruct the damage act, which makes it a felony
will be in the line of development, Spanish-AmericaNormal, school at punishable by penal servitude for life
.
in a logical way, of the Initial British El Eito.
for any person to fire a building be
. ti
nn..
j;
The
house
this
afternoon
wouvouieuuouo icgiuunig uie
passed longing to the king or devoted to
the Cftnal t0 aU pat,ons' InClu(J House Bill No. 144, for a uniform sys
ing the United States, on the Same tem ot accounting, which was contest
terms and on the arbltrational nature ed on the ground that it would take
FRIEDMANN
HAS VISITORS.
of the issue between the two gov the work away from the traveling
New York, Feb. 27. Physicians
ernments.
auditor ar.d place It under the ,state
the federal government
It is undeieluod In regard to the auditor, who is a republican official. representing
conferred today with Dr. Frederick
latter point, however, that Ambassa
The special committee investigat- F. Frledmann, the Berlin
specialist,
dor Bryce, who is now taking an ac ing the coal oil inspection adjourned who arrived
here Tuesday bringing
tive part in the preparation of the subject to the call of the chair after his
treatment for tuBritish case, has not Indicated a hearing the testimony of Mr., Dunne, berculosis. Dr.
Frledmann has giren
purpose to accept the proposal of who told the committee many, inter the government samples of his cul
Secretary Knox In his last note, to esting facta about the coal oil office ture for testing.
exchange ratifications on the pending and political events. r. The committee
Dr. Milton Foster
of the public
general arbitration treaty between Is now waiting for an opinion from hea'ith and marine hospital service
America and Great Britain in order the attorney general as. to whether and Dr. John F.
Anderson, director
to permit of the appointment of a the funds are public, or private,
of the hygienic laboratory at "Wash- special commission there provided for,
ington, were those who called on the
to ascertain and report upon the
German physician today.
facts in the dispute.
n

.

j10'

much-discusse- d

Alberto Madero, an uncle of the deceased president, still is a refugee
in the American consulate at Chihuahua City, passengers reporL The
Mexican Central railroad xemains out
below
of commission
Chihuahua
City, due to the activity of mutinous
vo'iunteer troops. Minor uprisings are
reported at various points to the
south.
Three hundred federal volunteers
Mrs. Jerry Leahy of Raton came
during the night left their barracks
at Chihauhua City and escaped to tie in last night from that place for a
visit with Mrs. David J. Leahy.
hil'is. Mobilizations ot
troops are reported at various points
EDITOR IS CONVICTED,
m,i
in Chihuahua state.
.111, Feb. 27.
William Gep.
bird of Kew York, editor of the
'I ' ' Storms Delay Troopt
lohteago,' Frt.
troop move- Musical Courier Extra"', was found
ment to Galveston has been- checked guilty"'today of conspiracy to injure
by Inclement weather, according to the business' of J. V. Steger, piano
The Jury fixed the
reports received here today at arm? manufacturer.
punishment at two years' imprisonheadquarters. A section of the
how:
ment and a fine of $2,000. Steger
Infantry was five
late setting out of St. Louis cnrly complained of the nature of articles
today, while another section was de- relating to him which were published
layed several hours last night b a by Gephard. Pending decision of mont- Jackson,
Miss.
Seve'fl tion for a new trial Gephard was adsnowstorms in the west have lmpedod mitted to bail.
(he progress ot a largo number if
STEEVER TO RETIRE.
iroopa
Washington, Feb. 27. Brigadier
General E.
Storm Visits Soldiers.
Stever, at present
Feb.
Tex.,
the second brigade of
commanding
Galveston,
27.A heavy
squall of wind and rain early today the cavalry division with headquarswept over Camp Crockett, where ters at Fort Bliss, Texas, has been
the main force of the Second army ordered before a retiring board bedivision wlH mobilize. The 2,000 men cause of falling sight. Colonel WilIn camp were awakened to brace bur Wilber ot the Fifth cavalry, as
their tents, a few of which were senior officer, will be in temporary
charge of the brigade.
blown down.
.
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NICARAGUA

arriving

CANAL

f

TOMORROW

BELIEVED HIS WIFE.
Cheyenne, Wyo., Feb. 27. Craaed
from the effects of liquor, John Hasten, a keeper of a hotel at Block
Junior minstrel rehearsal 4;30;ipV Buttes, .Wyo., asked his wife If she
..
....
clock.,
Was afraid to die, and receiving n
Business men's class, 5: SO o'clock. answer in the negative, late yesterr, Presbyterians
basketball, practice,-day shot her dead on the spot and
.,
,
o'clock.
y,
then turned the gun, upon himself
Tonight
with fatal results.
Regular senior class, i

at the

--

Y. M. C. A.

,

CHARGED WITH MURDER.
Newark, N. J.. Feb,
Overton, charged with double murder, was arraigned in court today for
trial. Overton is charged with having hanged his wife and two .year old
son from a bedpost In their home ,on
June 2S, last. He is :na!d to have
confessed the crime.
(

TWO SHIPS ASSURED
Washington, Feb. 27. Chairman
Perkins of the senate naval committee predicted today that the committee would restore the two battleship
provisions to the naval appropriation
bill, reduced to one by the house.
The senator has called a nieeuTfg of
the committee tomorrow morning.

ELLEN TERRY 65 YEARS OLD
The Learned Professor You know.
London, Feb. 27. Ellon Torry,, for Mrs. Bloogs, it seems a shame to
many years the foremost actress, of take your boy away from school Rt
the English stase,
celebrated her such. an early age. I myself didat
sixty-fiftbirthday anniversary to- finish my school education until 1
ssy. Amon 'he flood of eonaratula-tor- was 19.
Mrs. Bloods Well, so- nmessages received were many
'
from friends and admirers In Amer is quicker at pifkin' up ih't,.
ica.
others.
h

y
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streets cf St. Petsrsburg Are a Cuban
Semi-Orient-

Who

Protested

Against Inhuman Act, Is Shot.

Sight.

al

Youth,

Members of the Band of Mercy Upon
Heroic Act
Hearing of the Boy's
Reward Him With a Prize
of Fifty Dollars.

Huge Human Hlvei
Permitted to Congregate
and Newsboys Are Prohibited
From Calling Their Wares.

Houses Like
No Crowd

Petersburg. As one moves
about the Etreets. he is struck most
of all. by the wasteful use of space.
It is at once apparent that Petersburg
never slowly evolved from embryonic
beginnings. But it would be unwise
to proceed further in describing Petersburg's streets without noting the
fact that she has two kinds of streets,
namely, the Nevsky Prospect and
others. An ordinary "oolitza" or
street except late in the afternoon
when Petersburg wakes up!), Is a
semiOriental sight. Save on court
holidays, when each house is required
'o hane out the national flag, there
is no color in the streets, the houses
are dun colored and monotonously
alike. There are no hills, no small
just huge, huhomes, no large onf-in the rears,
courts
with
man hives
and icons constantly lit by tiny oil
lamps in the front.
There is little noise. No crowds
allowed
gather; the newsboys are not
to call their wares; bands, hand ordisgans or street vendors seldom
turb this solemn city of the north.the tram cars creep by noiseand
losKiv.thPV are "curve-squealSt.

Havana, Cuba Members of the
Band of Mercy, an organization which
looks after the welfare of animals
and whose splendid work was reviewed in detail by a New York correspondent several weeks ago, are rejoicing over the recovery of Nicolas
Ruso Lopez, a poor Spanish boy, who
was shot and seriously injured when
he interfered with a man who was
burning dogs alive to rid his place of
fleas.
For a long time his life was
despaired of, but under the treatment
of skilled physicians he is mending
rapidly and will be discharged from
the hospital in a short time.
In recognition of his meritorious
.
deed, the women's branch of the Soci--

s

"

rattle

proof.
Ah, but how different, kaleidoscopic
Nevskv Prospect! It is the Fifth ave
nue, the I'nter den Linden, the Re-

gent street of Russia's capital. LesB
than three miles long, it is yet one
of the world's really unique highways.
There is nothing rike it elsewhere
Some visitors come and go; others
stay; but foreigners never seem to
weary cl gazing upon this peculiarly
cosmopolitan
marvelously
varied,
'eight Ovef the spacious wooden
pavement between the two low banks
f glittering stores, flows a motley
Uream ot traffic Here the ends of
the earth seem to meet. Everybody
rrom everywhere rushes hither and
Red French automobiles,
whither.
(their horns singing tuneful, metallic
ditties, swerve and dodge about
ragged peasants bearing burdens with
wooden shouider yokes or driving
carts. Royally
primitive, home-madappointed equipages, flaunting purple
plumes and golden braid, prance
by, while continually up one
fide and down the. other pours a
e

ety for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals, of Philadelphia, has presented him with a prize of $50, the money
having been forwarded to the headquarters ot the Hand of Mercy la this
city. A committee from the organiza
tion, consisting ot Mrs. Suarez, Mrs.
Warner, Mrs. Ryder and Mr. Fran
cisco Martinez, waited on young Lopez at the hospital and gave him the
money. News of his good fortune has
spread through the city and vicinity,
and the organization believes that it
will encourage owners of animals and
teamsters to treat their charges with
more consideration than they have in
the past.
When the kind hearted American
women, here on a visit a few years
ago, advocated better treatment for
animals in this city, young Lopez
already had an established reputation among his friends for his kindness to animals. The organization of
the Band of Mercy was the outcome
of the humane doctrine preached by
the visitors from the United States,
and since its formation young Lopez
The
has been active in the work.
injury which came very near causing
sum
Ills death was received last
mer.

r,',r!n tia t,nh(,i.in niatnifi scare
Mriv in the hot season the board of
health was of the opinion that a men
ace to health lurked in the coats of
pet animals, the idea being that fleas
helped to spread disease. Owners of

0.

STARCH TO QUEEN BESS

ALVJAYS

Its Use Was Unknown in England Until the Reign of the Great Woman Ruler.

TO

PART

Neither Man Nor Lizard Desired to
Permanently Attached to
Each Other.

Be

Evan Jones, who is beginning to
cover from a cough that has made
his life miserable for the past two
years ,says the cause was nothing less
than a lizard three inches long.
Jones declared that he brought up
the reptile while out driving the other day. He had a paroxysm of coughing on the road. At the end of it he
choked, he said, and reached down
his throat for relief. He seized the
lizard and drew it to the light of
day.
The lizard seemed to be as happy
as Jones to dissolve partnership, and
was wriggling away as fast as it could,
when Jones decided he would capture
it and show it to his roctor. The doc- tor dropped the wriggler in alcohol.
re-

Jnes got the doctor's theory which

was that Jones must have been drink
ing at the well or spring, and taken
a lizard's egg into his stomach. The

grateful warmth hatched the lizard.
The agony of coughing that Jones
endured is ascribed to the frantic
efforts of the lizard to liberate itself.
Lafayette (N. Y.) Dispatch to the

New York Times.
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Keeping Him Waiting.
She is a most irritating specimen
of humanity. Even the best of men
lose their temper when, time after
time, they are kept waiting by thefr
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Denis Hewitt was lounging ungracefully but comfortably in a deck
chair under the drooping branches of
a blossom-ladechestnut tree when
Mary Lid lard crossed the lawn, swinging a putter in her right hand.
eyes Hewitt
Through his
gazed at her critically, and he could
not help admitting that she made the
fairest of pictures. The breeze caught
her curls, and with the sunlight turned them into a shimmering sea of
gown of some
gold. A simple, well-cu- t
soft, white material showed the grace
of her figure as she walked. Her eyes
shone with an unmistakable light as
their gaze fell on Hewitt.
"Tell me again that you love me,
Denis," she whispered.
"I love you, dear," he answered.
"I shall always be hearing you say
that," she said in low tones later as
she turned to go into the house to
pack for a few days' visit at a
friend's house. "You'll write to me
often, won't you, Denis?"
Hewitt winced as though he had
been stabbed. Several times he had
thought that while she was away he
would write and tell her the truth
that he did not love her. But he was
too much of a coward to tell her to
her face and see those deep blue
eyes grow heavy with misery.
Somehow it seemed quite a natural
thing for a man to love a woman and
she not to love him, but for a woman
to love a man who did not care In
the same way for her it seemed
nothing short of brutal.
At length in one of her letters
Mary wrote the following paragraph:
"I can't help thinking, Denis, that
your letters seem as though they are
written with an effort, and it makes
me fear that what I have thought before is really true. It seems dreadful to doubt you, dear, but it would
be more dreadful to let matters reach
an irrevocable stage and then to

WANT

Twenty minutes, half

an hour, and even more, have they to
wait patiently till her ladyship ap
pears with just a slight apology for
having been so long getting ready.
But, really, the time flew so! She
had no idea it was so late, and it took
her so long getting on her new hat
Somehow she couldn't arrange net
curls to suit it.
The patience of man in this respect
is moot marvelous, and he does not
get a quarter of the praise he de
serves. And what girl would wait pa
tiently for her lover, even five minutes, without preparing a good scold
ing for him for daring to keep fret
waiting? And should he, as the rea
son for his tardiness, blame business
why, should exclaim as if he- had ac
knowledged to a most dreadful faut!

doubt.
"We have always been chums,
Denis, and now we are promised for
something
deeper than friendship.
Can you say from the bottom of your
heart that this is what you desire?
"Perhap3 I am wrong in doubting
you; but if I am not, oh, please do not
hesitate to say so. Don't think you
will be doing the right and honorable
thing by masking your real feelings."
How had she guessed? He had tried
so hard to be all he was supposed to
be.
He wanted her, and yet there was
something missing, and she had rec
ognized it.
He felt so ashamed of himself, so
ignominous. He would have given the
world to have been able to answer
Mary's letter as a true lover would
have done, but instead he wrote:
"You were right to doubt me, Mary.
There is no woman on earth I care
for like you, but it is not the love a
man should feel for his future wife.
It is cowardly to fly to excuses, but I
shall always feel that our parents
were responsible they rushed us into the engagement.
"What will you think of me, Mary?
We have always been such chums,
and now I am refusing the best gift
that the world could give me. It
makes me feel ?o mean and
dear; but, as you say, it will
be better to sever while we have the
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W. M.,

moo a, secretary.
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Wanted
WANTED

work.
street.

A girl for general house
Mrs. I. Appel, 1011 Eighth

F. O. E.

Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month at Wood
men Hall. Visiting brothers cord
ally invited to attend. A. M. Adlw
President; E. C. Ward, Secretary
Meets second

fourth

LOCAL

TIME

CAHJJ

EAST BOUND

Arrive

329.

in

Thursday evening eac
month at W. O. W. Hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Dr. H
W. Houf. Dictator;
J. Thornit:.
Secretary.

Depan

No. 2... . 9:10 p. m
9:15 p.
11:05 p.
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO. No. 4... .11:00 p. m
2:10 a.
102 Mees every Monday night at No. 8.. . 2:05 a. m
WANTED
Housekeeping work reg
:4n
10.
m
No.
2:10
p.
p.
O.
C.
R.
on
Douglat, avenue.at
Hall,
ularly or by the day. Telephone
8
o'clock.
members
are
Visiting
Vegas 292.
WEST BOUND
cordially welcoma J. C. Wertz,
1:20 p. m
No.
1:45 p.
T.
J.
Buhlor
president;
secretary;
No.
6:10 a. m
6:15 a,
C. H. Baily, treasurer.
No.
4:20 p. m
4:30 p. m
7:00 p. m
6:35 p. m
FOR RENT 5 rooin modern
house. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA No.
Meet In the Forest of brotherly
Inquire 825 Third street.
ATTORNEYS
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the- - second and fourth Fridays
FOR RENT Modern furnished' flat,
HUNKER & HUNKER
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
oil Ninth street.
H. Hunker Chester A. Hun
George
G.
Laemmle, Clerk.
Stewart, Consul;
Attorneys-at-LaVisiting members are
especially
New MexVv
Las
Vegas.
welcome and cordially invited.

.

n

For Rent

For Sate

DENTISTS
Household furniture, one
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
2
room
room
bed
set,
dining
suites,
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST
one range, one heating stove, 1 brass
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
Crockett Building.
bed, four rugs 9x12, 2 center tables,
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8 Office
Main 111
Telephone
one Davenport, five willow rockers,
o'clock p. ni. Visiting brothers are House Telephone
Main 1
pictures, etc. All In first class con
Isaac Appel,
invited.
cordially
dition, good as new. 102 Pecos ave
President; Charles Greenclay. Sec
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
nue, Phone, Vegas 208.
retary.
Dentist
Dental work of any description a
FOR SALE 25 cases of good eggs
COUNKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
moderate prices.
$5.50 per case or 20 cents per dozCIL NO. 804. Meets second and Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main 131
en. Meridian Restaurant
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
East Las Vegas, Ni M.
Pioneer building.
Visiting memFOR SALE Or rent, one square piano.
bers are cordially Invited. Richard
When Burton Holmes recently gave
Apply 920 Gallinas avenue.
his celebrated travelogue on "PanDevlne, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
ama" at Orchestra Hall, Chicago, he
FOR SALE Horse, harness and two
was seriously interupted by continual
No one an
I. 0. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. coughing of the audience.
buggies. Inguire 716 Seventh SL
with
If
and
people
noys
willingly
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
hoarseness and tickling
colds,
coughs,
FOR SALE Modern nine-rootheir hall on Sixth street All visit- in throat would use Foley's Honey and
house,
goo dcondition, fine location, baring brethren cordially invited to at Tar Compound, they could quickly
'
tend, F. D. Fries, N. C; Gus cure their coughs and colds and avoid
gain. Inquire M., Optic.
O. G. Schaefer and
Lehman,, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, this annoyance. Co. Adv.
Red Cross Drug
Secretary; Karl Wertz. Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trusts.
W. S. Skelton, a merchant at Stan
In- FIRST class room and boarS.
ley, Ind., says he would not take
& l, Ck ELKS Meets second and $100.00
for the relief a single box of
quire 1112 Douglas Ave.
fourth Tuesday evening ot each Foley Kidney Pills gave him. "I had
month Elks home on Ninth street a severe attack of kidney trouble with
FOR $1.50 per acre the Big. Four "30"
and
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth' sharp pains through my back;
up. A single
Gas Tractor will' plow your land;
eould
straighten
hardly
ers are cordially Invited. P. Di
box ot Foley Kidney Pills entirely reany depth desired! Free harrowing.
Exalted Ruler; B. W. Con. lieved me." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Virgil H. Campbell;. Mountainair,
don, Secretary.
Cross Drug Co. Adv.
New. Mexico.

FOR SALE

.

fuisceilanecus

Mc-Elro-

e

HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING

hardwood Finishing, Paper Hamglaa
and Gluing.
Eatlmatea Cheerfully Give,
eat 8lde Plaza
.
,
OiJ Towd

half-puzzle- d

!

.

20c per 100 Iba.
25o per 150 lbs.
.....30c per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 lbs.
50 per 100 Iba.

or More, Each Detivary'.
2,000 .ba., Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
60 lbs. to . 200 Ibt., Each Delivery
Leas than 50 lbs. Each Delivery

2,000 lbs.
1,000 lbs.

to

AGUA PURA COMPANY
CARRIAGE

AUTOMOBILE,
AMD

SIGN PAINTING

c

i

RETAIL PRICES

PETER P. MACKEL

cap-a-pi-

.

Harry Martin,
and Seal.

PANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
8. Meets first and tuird Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.

Telephone Main

Chan-

Mebacbner,

cellor Commandei
Keeper of Record

CHAPTER NO. 3. ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday in L, O. O. MOOSE

each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.

1

ev
Monday
ery
In
Caati
ning
VlsiUa
Hall.
Knights ar eord
ally invited. Chaa

brothers cordially in- vited. Wm. p. Mills,
H. S .Van Petten, Secretary.

LAS VEGA8

NO. .

KNIGHT8 OF Wt
THIAS Meet

y

ADVER-

Reg-iula-

'.

1

LODGE

DORADO

munication first and
""TO
Thursday in

cent per line eacn Insertion.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Estimate six ordinary words to Una.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
No ad to occupy less space than two
conclave sec. d Tues-da-y
lines. At!
advertls ments charged
In each month at Mawill be booked at apace actually sat,
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. u.
without regard to number of word.
Klnkel, E. C; Chaa. Tamme, Re
In
Cash
advance preferred.
corder.
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chance.
"I don't suppose you will Bee me
again for a long time. I shall go
away somewhere I don't care where
Nicolas Ruso Loper and Nurse.
but I feel that I want to hide."
animals were advised to destroy their
He walked down to the village post
office- and posted the letter himself.
pets, and the manner in which the
animals should be put to death was
Then he turned away and walked
discussed at great length. One man,
slowly down a lane, his head bent In
Carlos de Lores, conceived the idea ef
thought, trying to picture the future
without Mary.
burning the dogs alive to remove th
menace.
He slept badly that night for thinkPalace Drawing Room of the Empress
He was potting his idea into prac
ing of Mary. He began to feel that,
at St. Petersburg.
tice when young Lopez happened on
though they were not to be husband
the scene. He warned Lores to stop
and wife, he did not want to lose her
Queer Funeral Customs.
Vteady torrent of cabs. Perhaps a the cruel
under penalty of exNext morning he thought of het
practice
to
find
difficult
be
would
die
strange!
It
funeral is creeping by (people
of Mercy. In- fnneral customs than those practicea reading the letter, and he felt he
Band
to
the
him
posing
much in Petersburg); the golden, tin furiated at the interference, Lores
the Andaman islanders. The na would have given anything tohad he
eeled casket in the shabby, boat-likseized a revolver and shot Lopez, the by
It or been able
regain
lives
in
actually drop the bodies of thoii not written
the
flames
sunlight
art
brilliantly
bullet entering the boy's left lung and
ol possession of it ere it reached hei
end
the
at
sea
the
into
as
it
parents
and peasants stride proudly by
lodging in the muscles of the right
them there until noth nandSv
though they are escorting a prize shoulder. The Injured youth was ropes and leave
Ilia thoughts were interrupted by
the bones, wak-- the)
is
but
remains
Inexhaustible
ing
market.
to
pumpkin
rushed to the hospital and lingered
ol the arrival of a servant with a teleroofs
the
from
and
thor
hang
animated
of
this
gather
the fascination
between life and death for weeks. their huts.
gram. Tearing it open, a groan broke
cughfare.
from his lips as he read:
to
a
matt
How varied and
It is a common custom for
And the people!
NOSE
MAN'S
boiw-REPLACES
FINGER
"Come at once. Mary HI.
How dazzling
sit by the house and watch, the
gay are the colors!
"LIDIARD."
the
is
th
This
way
some
Parisian
relative.
of
gowns
the
are the uniforms,
re
Glvea
and
love
Sol
their
Denis Hewitt
moment
swords!
have
of showing
Unique Grafting Experiment
And in that
the flashing of trailing
Satisfaction to New Yorker on
seem to make
knew he loved Mary, and hastened to
spect.
iiers armed
Whom It Was Tried.
The bodies are treated tn this fash ber bedside.
up half the parading mltitude. They
On
on.
ion
so that the evil spirits caunoi
and
salute
He seemed to wait an eternity out
pass
meet, halt,
New York. Doctors at the Academy tease and pinch them. AH that
the door of the room. He did not
side
the Nevsky Prospect there is time foi
are the dried bones, and thc-svervthine. There are Frenchmen, of Medicine have agreed that in a
sc the nurse who watched him curl
Germans, Dutchmen. Finns, Tartars crowd a finger can pass for a nose an; placed high so that if the evi; ously, and he scarcely saw Mr. and
A man on whom spirits wander into the huts they wit Mrs. Lidiard as they came out of the
The women are beautiful. Every without detection.
was tried of grafting have a hard time to find them. If f room.
true male Russian presents a study the experiment of
his left hand on to bone is carried away it means snm
Then he entered, his gaze riveted
In whiskers. It is the land of the the third finger
his real nose had bad
has seized it, and this inrii on the tbin, white face framed in, a
fcrcat unshaved. There is a peasant the place where
spirit
been declared himself as pretty well cates that some terrible calamity wil mass of golden hair.
sweeping the street with a witchoi satisfied with the substitute.
edition
a
tattered
befall the family.
"Mary," he said huskily; "oh,
broom of twigs
The new member has been constantly
Tolstoi himself! Before the street
Mary!"
Theri he stumbled forward an3
the faithful halt, bow, cross massaged recently until it is assuming
Cost of Typhoid.
a true nasal shape, Dut it cannot be
knelt at the bedside, holding her frail
themselves and murmur a phrase of a bored
ii:
to
human
lives
let
breath
in.
It is hard to state
through
What a human melange:
nmver.
hand and gazing beseechingly into hei
As now grown there is no trace ot terms of dollars and cents, but prob
in
Here the nations of Europe pass
the nail, and the doctors are speculate ably Dr. McLaughlin did not exagger- eyes.
oi
"I'm glad you've come, Denl," she
review. What a
culng as to whether the possibility of ate in telling the Association of Llfc aa!d.
sentiments, traditions and
one growing at the tip of the finger-mad- e Insurance presidents lu New York that
"I wanted to see you so much.
ltures bolls and mixes and disappears
nose has been avoided.
at
down
far
typhoid is costing the Vnited States
rivulet
Then that half wistful,
Into a thin, black
a year.
$100,000,000
Incidentally il expression came into her eys as ah
the further end of Russia's one fas
Finds Money Lost In Flood.
kills 25.000 people, or as many as a cazeJ at him. and be winced.
the
rlnatlng. nervous highways,
W. Va. Five hundred considerable war, and to life insurance
Morgantown,
Still holding her hand, be rose to
Nenky Prospect!
dollars in n.aney and checks, lost dur- men that is not a merely sentimental his
feet, and as he did so his gaze
ing a flood last spring by George B. argument. That the greater part ot Ml on the table alongside tne Dea
Loses Saving. Attempts Suicide.
home Frogman, a grocery salesman, was this loss is avoidable appears from On it lay some letters, unopened, and
Y. His
N.
Middletown,
D found under a mass of debris by him the fact that In 50 of our largest cities nn of them was his.
Wm.
$S7,
of
his
savings
TO.bed of
tc today.
the death rate per 100,000 from ty
His eyes suddenly lit up with joy,
.Cannon a contractor, attempted
phoid is 25, while in 33 ot the principal
nd he turned to Mary with such a
Vomrait suicide by swallowing arsenic
Cat Adopts Policemen.
cities of northern Europe it is but 6V6. transfigured face that she watched
'Imt doctors saved him.
Pittsburg, Pa A cat haa adopted That means that some 18,000 of ths with wonder.
Patrolman Harry Moore and nightly .25,000 who die every year from ty
mi Tnrv!" ha exclaimed passion
Invents Aluminum Solder.
H. M. walks his beat with him. Tabby meets
phoid fever in the United States might ately, seating himself beside her and
Patrolman
Pa.
Pittsburg,
contin- him on his second round and
probably be saved by'better sanitation. putting his arms arouna n" mwui-deraOwrr.ani. a member of the local po- ues to trot alongside of him until
This is a reform upon which effort
wider
a
invented
has
"My owu dear love!"
rtwnt.
j.
.
be strongly concentrated.
should
'un.i;:!'-"1
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TISEMENTS
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

PATES

ItEST

8HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
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of lace.
BOTH

1913.

27,

SUCH CHUOS

By NEWTON

Starch was never heard of in England until after Queen Elizabeth
came to the throne. Elizabeth's father, bluff King Hal, was the first
English monarch to wear any sort
That was very plain,
of neckband.
about an inch in depth, and made
Yet only 50 years later an
of lace.
author of the times Henry Peacham
writes: "He is not a gentleman, nor
in the fashion, whose band of Italian
3
work standeth him not at least
5. Yet, a seamstress in Holburn
to
told me that there are some of threescore a pound apiece!" Fancy pay720 a dozen for
ing such a sum as
one's collars! The origin of the pres- ent starched collar was the ruff. In
the year 1564 Queen Elizabeth first
used a coach. Her coachman came
from Holland. He was a man named
Boeman and his wife brought with
her from that country the art of clear
starching. Soon afterward a certain
Mme. Dinghen came from the Netherlands and started a laundry with
A very
clear starching in London.
good thing she made of it, for the
daughters of worthy citizens crowded
to her to learn the art. As soon
as starching became common starched
ruffs took the place of the thin band

FEBRUARY

N. O.

and
Harvesters, Btorers, and! Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Famous.
Made
Las
Which
Have
Vegaa
ot
Qualities
Lasting
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

HERMAN

429t GRAND AVE.

LAST

WLL

AND TESTAMENT

Last

will1 and testament of Ellen
White, deceased.
State of New Mexico, County of San
G.

Miguel.
Office of the Probate Clerk, County
of Sa Miguel, N. M.
To All Whom tt May Concern, Greet-

ing:
You are hereby notified that the
7th day of April A. D. 1913, has been
fixed by the honorable probate court,
in and for the count- and state afore.
said", as the day to prove the last
will and testament of said Ellen G.
White, deceased..
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the
seal ot the probata court this 17th
day of February, A 0. 1913.
-

LORENZO DELGADO,
Clerk of the Probate Court.

ANT Ads
Are Best

.

Market Finders

Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
particular thing Is worth most
those who MIGHT BWY-- the
That property jou want to sell Is WORTH MOST to someoae
who reads the ads. In this newspaper and would never bear oi
your property unless It were advertised here.
Others, who read and ana er ads. in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, ued machinery
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical last ruin ent g.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyer, s, ot all possible sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the best

.
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We are prepared to supply both the engraved and printed variety,
correct in style and the kind that will look good to the folks back
east or out west.
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FEBRUARY

The Itaymond-Whitcomspecial,
composed of nine ws, will pass
through tomorrow morning at 3:30
o'clock enroute to Chicago.
This
special carries eastern people who are
headed toy Raymond and Whitcomb.

27, 1913.
Y. M. C. A. NOTES
Y. M. C.

b

LOCAL NEWS
Light automobile lamps at
o'clock this evening.

6:3b

Enrique Crespin was arrested yesafternoon by Officer Jesse
terday
of
Old
a
dram
Taylor
Try
Hunzaker on the caarge of drunken-- '
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
ness and disorderly conduct. He
O. G. Schaefer, the local drduggist, was tried by Judge li. R. Murray
is indisposed today wtih an attack of this morning and received ten days
for the offense.
the grip.
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J. H. Stearns,

Gror

Charles Pitch and Mary Fitch have
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from the distil- brought action against the trustees
othlery to you. At the ixbby, of course. of the Las Vegas land grant and
ers for the purpose of quieting title
Adv.
to lots 1 and 2 block 11, Las Vesas
Townsite
company's addition to the
!"
who
resides
Sostenes Ortiz,
yesterday afternoon applied at City of Las Vegas.
the court house for $2 as bounty upon
On train No. 1 tomorrow three
a coyote killed near his home.
coaches loaded with soldiers and one
will paas
The local
lodge of the Modern baggage car of equipment
to San
Ohio
from
en
route
Woodmen of America will hold its through
an ea
Francisco.
Sunday
morning
O.
hall
W.
W.
in
the
regular meeting
tomorrow night. Ail members are re- tire train 'load of soldiers and equip
ment will pass through from New
quested to be present.
York to San Francisco. These trains
of
The Methodist Ladies' Aid society will be pushed through regardless
been
have
orders
other
ts
traffic,
In
the
will hold a home cookery sale
issued to rush all solaier trains.
building adjoining the Coors building
on Sixth street next Saturday, March
1, opening at 9 a. m. Adv."
GREATEST MYSTERY
1

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WA GON

El Porvenlr seems to be a ?ood
place to go hunting. Yesterday afternoon Claude Moore applied for ?4 as
bounty upon two wild cats killed
there while Robert Springfield applied
for $10 for five lynx killed in the
same neighborhood.
Xext Sunday evening at the Me
thodist church a special program will
be. given by the choir. This program
will not continue every Sunday night,
but is a special event that has been
planned for some time by the choir.
The program will De announced the
latter part of the week.

v

Tbe services were well attended
last night at the Christian Taber
nacle, the sermon being well deliver
ed and well received by the audience.
Rev. P. P. Grim is a forceful speaker
and holds his audience with his in
teresting talks. A good crowd is ex
pected tonight.

OF HUMAN LIFE
DR.
'

JACOB LANDAU

CHOOSES

TERESTING SUBJECT FOR
MORROW'S

IN

TO-

ADDRESS

of Human
"The Great .Mystery
Life" is the subject chosen by Dr.
Jacob Landau for his address at the
regular Sabbath services at Temple
Montefiore tomorrow evening. Dr,
Landau's addresses, because of their
scholarly character, have attracted
much notice in Las Vegas, many people not of the Jewish faith being at
tracted to Temple Montefiore to hear
him. The address of tomorrow night
is to be one of interest to everybody
and the public is cordially Invited to
The temple choir fur
be present.
nishes beautiful music. The services
begin promptly at 8 o'clock.

All trains were on time today and
THREATENS TO FIGHT
De Luxe will run as usual this
..ne
will
be
week. Tomorrow morning
TO SAVE PROPERTY
last occasion on which the second
section of train No. 3 will be run.
This train has been in continuous
BY
ALLEGED
service for the past, few months, out ALFRED GREEN
AND
MANZANARES
BROWNE
not
teen heavy
passenger traffic has
WITH INTIMIDATION
late'iy.

the

Gross, Kelly

& Co.

Sole Agents

CRYSTAL BUTTER.
IS MADE FR.OM

PASTEURIZED CREAM
ASK YOUR. GROCER.
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co

II

Be Home of the Best

of Everything Eatable
j

TRY
(&

law.

Sanchez, the man who v as
imprisoned upon order of the justice
was
of the peace at San Geronimo,
i!iJ j isiice
released this morning.
!!.
ng
vit'ndrew his actioi after
been informed he had ac'ed illegally.
Sanchez was sentenced for allied
contempt of court, baring failed to
appear in a civil case. The proper
procedure would have been for the
court to render judgment against him:
The board of county commission
ers will meet in regular March
at the court house next Monday
Samuel

ses-sto-

JUST TO SEE WHAT HAPPENS

CHASE

A suit for the collection of all tax
es for the year 1911 which are mark
ed "delinquent" upon the books of
San Miguel county, was filed yester
day afternoon by District At'orney
Charles W. G. Ward. It is expected
that judgment will be given by the
court In the near future, when the
property will be sold according to

morning at

10 o'clock.

"I much prefer Steam

SANBORJNS

Coffees or'TeaLS
WHEN YOU AR:E TIR.ED
Jusi Try Thcm-Aiaf- s

All

Laun-

dry service to home 'laundering, the color is better and
the clothes last longer."
This is the remark we hear
every day, and It pleases us
and repays ua for the effort we,
have made to bring our .,;

ROUGH DRY
Into popularity.

THE

GRAAF

ft

11AYWARD CO, STORE
m'm,?,

Our new iresh hoi air drying
Is the only sanitary way of
drying clothes, then we Iron
the flat pieces wash, dry and
Iron the flat work.

TRY US ONCE

FOYOUR MONEY
SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
IV GORDON
mui

a

--

Las Vegas. Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

61

617 DougUs Aye

1

DOMES

$8.50

only

Sell generally everywhere
for $15.00

)

Just a few on hand at this
price so CALL EARLY

J.C.Johnsen&Son

Jefferson RaynoldB, President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President
Hallett RaynoldB, Cashier.
S. B. Davis, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assasltaut Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N.

Capital,

$100,000

M

Surplus, and Undivided Profits J J5,00t'i a

Our Depositors Receive Every Counesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Gakh?g.

LOSEYS BEAT BANKERS

Last night at the Elks' home, the
the
Losey team, known also as
Peons, defeated the Bankers by nine
pins, the official score being 2,232 for

merest Paid on

the Loseys and 2,223 for the
ers. The games were fast and
tific bowling was in vogue. Trumbull
of the Bankers made the highest score
in the evening rolling 488 pins in the
three games. For the Peons, Martin
made the big score, rolling 473 pins.
The individual scores are as fol-

Time DepcsHs

Bankscien-

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN

lows:

Henrl-qneLoseys Conley, 446;
4ii3; Amcut, 424; Martin, 473;
Bankers
Losey, 456; total, 2,232.
Trumbull, 488; Hoke, 405;
Strass,
454; Duncan, 410; McWenie, 466; total 2,223.

RANCHER IS SHOT.
N. M., Feb. 27
J. M.
.nd
Hughes was shot
seriously
wounded yesterday afternoon by W.
R. Martin. Th.e shooting occurred on
the Hughes ranch near Venus. Mar
tin has a ranch near that owned by
Hughes. The shooting is said to have
been the result of a quarrel over a

ii

Insist on "Hunts" if you w&nt the highest
quality in. canned fruits

M J. H. STEARNS

What Constitutes a Sanitary Dairy?!

,

Cooking Oil?

Some

it

helps in the

T

gallon
gallon

70c

I

$ll35

Give it a trial and
you will be well

four'years ago we adopted the name
CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY

from dwelling or
bottling room was at the required distance
stable.

sizes

Y2

.

We did so because we believed that then as now we were
conforming to the ubove main principles of modern dairyingdesigned to prevent the entrance of bacteria into the
'
milk- ;
in... That we were right was proven in the government
the
at
in
time)
made
public
spection of the next year (not
which we scored the highest chiefly because our cooling and

INSTEAD OP LARD.
in'a2

.

f.

cul-

inary department of
the home to be USED

It comes

LYE-PEELE- D

Separate Concrete Floored Buildings.
Cooling and Aerating Apparatus.
Steam Sterilizing Outfit.
Healthy Cows.
Healthy People,
Strict Rules of Cleanliness.

White Beauty

GREAT-ES-

NOT

ALL. THESE .TAKEN TOGETHER:

Have You Ever Tried

is one of the

pUII

FRUITS

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour

hay press.
Martin, after the shooting, fled. He
Is etill at large tonight, although
posses are out all over the Estancia
valley In search of him and the police departments of all cities In New
Mexico have been wired to look out 633
for him.
Details of the affair received here
are meager. It could not be learned
today whether Hughes nad a chance
to recover from the wound.

BRAVE
Wellington, N 7,., Feb. 27. Ludy
Robert R. Scolt, widow of the nnt.arc
(ic explorer, tirrlved hero today on

HUHTS

"THE KIND THAT IS

Estancia,

SCOTT

board the Aiming!. Lady Scott heard
the terrible f;ite of her hmdmnd
off Fiji
while she was in
As soon as she had recovered fvo-the first shock she said;
"I numt be bravo, as my husband
would have wished me to be."
Her brother, Lieutenant Brum, and
Commander Edward Evans, of the
British navy, who brought back the
wt
sad news from fao Jllifarr.ft.
on
the
Scott
pier.
Lady

ELECTRICAL

Another new feature for the coming
summer will be a miniature farm that
will be operated behind the building. This space will foe farmed by
the younger boys of the association
and will be an education as well as
a pleasure for them. This farm will
be started as soon as the weather
will permit.
The association also hopes to have
a tennis court this season and if
arrangements can be made the same
courts that were used last year will
be utilized. Secretary Le Noir is well
versed in the science of the game,
having managed several large courts
before coining here. The summer
plans of the Y. M. C. A. are bein?
arranged as fast as possible and the
association will be attended more
largely this year than ever before.

1

LADY

Beautiful Mission

- M

'

game.

I
&
hi

The very unsanitary yet very common condition of exposing milk to
the air of the dwelling house becomes more apparent when we consider
the power of milk to absorb tbe bacterlas of disease and multiply them a
thousand fold in a few minutes. Almost every dwelling has disease bacteria of one kind or another in it eome time or another. Then the dust and
odors from the cooking and living and sleeping rooms passlnfi through the
doors into the attached milk room makes the cleanest dwelling not even a
clean plnce for milk until it is bottled and sealed.

CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY

of

mid-ocea-

MOST HEAT

J

n

that Alfred Green has
Alleging
threatened to rse weapons in preventing any representative of the
and Manzanares
firm of Browne
from taking possession or a certain
tract of land north of Las Vegas, that
firm has applied to the district court
for redress. According to the complaint of Browne and Vianzanares,
the district court several years ago
gave the firm title to the tract of
land in question, which is 200 yards
in width and is located east of tne
Gallinas river and one mile north
of the City of Las Vegas.
It is stated the matter was taken
to the supreme court by tbe Greens,
who lost their case before that tribunal. During the life of Mrs. Martha Green, Browne and Manzanares
did not press their claim strongly.
Upon her death; however, which occurred a short time ago, they se
cured from the supreme court an or
der giving them possession of the
tract. Recently Sheriff Roman Gal
legos, acting under court instruction
gave the Browne and Manzanares
firm possession of tne 'and.
It is alleged that Alfred Green,
upon this action being taken, made
threats and declared that he would
defend the property with firearms, If
njecessary, before he would allow
Browne and Manzanares to take the
tract, i Browne and Manzanares ac
cordingly filed suit to quiet title. The
action Is aimed at all claimants of
interest adverse to the plaintiffs, in
eluding A'ifredi Green, Mrs. Bessie
Rogers. Mrs. Ellen . Nisson, Alfred
Cutler and others. Browne and Man
zanares auk that they he given the
right to take peaceable "pssesRion of
the tract.

A. a
minstrel show rehearsal was held
and much enthusiasm was displayed
by the younger boys as well as the
older persons in the cast. The practices are going off nicely and the
minstrel show will be an entire success, it is believed.
On March 6 a game of volleyball
will be played between four of the
stars in the business men's class.
This sport is popular in that class and
many good players have developed
lately. Those who will play are Byron T. Mills and W. C. Dennis versus
A. H. Van Horn and George Kinkel.
Plans are being made by the management of the association to com
vert the space on the north side of
the building into an outdoor handball
court. This will be one of the new
features for the coming summer season and furnish agreeable sport for
business men as well as the younger
set of the institution. The courts' will
be In a handy place, as shower baths
can be taken immediately after the

Last night at the

Sovth Pacific St.
Lb. s Vegeia

'j
m

"The Coffee Man"

iWWnWi

FKED
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COPBETT

Main 312
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